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DETERMINING THE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF LATTICE BLOCK STRUCTURES

NATHAN WILMOTH

ABSTRACT

Lattice block structures and shape memory alloys possess several traits ideal for solving intriguing new engineering problems in industries such as aerospace, military, and transportation. Recent testing at the NASA Glenn Research Center has investigated the material properties of lattice block structures cast from a conventional aerospace titanium alloy as well as lattice block structures cast from nickel-titanium shape memory alloy. The lattice block structures for both materials were sectioned into smaller subelements for tension and compression testing. The results from the cast conventional titanium material showed that the expected mechanical properties were maintained. The shape memory alloy material was found to be extremely brittle from the casting process and only compression testing was completed. Future shape memory alloy lattice block structures will utilize an adjusted material composition that will provide a better quality casting. The testing effort resulted in baseline mechanical property data from the conventional titanium material for comparison to shape memory alloy materials once suitable castings are available.
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CHAPTER I

LATTICE BLOCK STRUCTURES- AN OVERVIEW

1.1 Introduction

Advanced materials will continue to play a strategic role in the national economy. The materials research community must look for ways to manufacture engineered products that are lighter, less expensive, more fuel efficient, and safer. Lattice block (i.e., open cell) structures and shape memory materials, the focus of this thesis, can and will contribute to these advantages. Creating a lattice block structure from a shape memory material introduces intriguing new engineering possibilities. Use of lattice block structures are finding their way into a host of aerospace, military, and transportation applications.

A lattice block structure can be fabricated in a variety of geometries and from any castable material. Components fabricated using a lattice block structure are very damage tolerant and impact resistant. Current technology allows these structures to be
cast with integral bolting flanges, feed-throughs, and other attachments (1). Lattice block structures can be used as cooling channels where coolant can flow with little restriction through the middle of a panel (2). In the aerospace industry, projected uses for lattice block structures include engine cases, shrouds, exhaust components, actuators, and as other structural components. This hybrid material system will find applications in transportation vehicles producing lighter weight vehicles with excellent crashworthiness properties due to the high energy absorption inherent to both lattice block structures and shape memory alloys. In general, load cases being considered for lattice block structures are shown in Figure 1.1.

There are a number of synergies obtained by utilizing shape memory alloys within a lattice block structure. In general, incorporating shape memory alloys in lattice block structures allows for innovative designs in aircraft structures (3) and other cutting edge technologies. By casting lattice block structures from shape memory alloys...
structural components can return to their original geometry after incurring deformation. Lattice block structures fabricated from shape memory alloys can be designed such that heating or cooling causes a beneficial torsion, contraction, expansion, or any combination of deformations.

In this thesis shape memory alloys are discussed relative to lattice block structures. However, it must be pointed out that shape memory alloys are being used in a number of novel applications. For example, this material is being proposed for use in shape optimizing aircraft wing components. Research engineers at NASA are looking at replacing the flap motor assembly on an aircraft wing with a shape memory linear actuator rod. This arrangement would increase reliability while decreasing cost and weight by replacing several components (i.e., motor, gearbox, hydraulic lines) with fewer lighter weight components, some of which will be fabricated from a shape memory alloy. This aircraft wing application allows for a 41 to 1 weight reduction (4). A recent NASA application is on the Mars Pathfinder rover where a dust cover for a solar panel was operated by a shape memory actuator (5). An application for shape memory alloys used in rotorcraft utilizes a torque tube fabricated from a shape memory alloy to optimize performance by twisting the rotor blade about the shaft centerline. Twisting adjusts the blade pitch when hovering or during directional flight (5). Shape memory alloys have been proposed for use in damping and vibration control as well. Chen et al. (6) investigated using nickel-titanium (NiTi) shape memory alloy wires as a damper in structures to reduce structural forces during earthquakes. Chen et al. (6) demonstrate reductions in vibration amplitude of 89.5% and 38.8% for medium and large
earthquakes, respectively, on simulated structures. Another possible application for shape memory alloy is applying NiTi wires to space structures for vibration damping (7).

1.2 Advantages, Challenges, and Definitions

Lattice block structures are light weight and provide cost effective alternatives to solid cast metal alloys as well as some composite structures. The primary purpose of this thesis is reporting strength data for subcomponents of lattice block structures. To facilitate this, several common lattice block structure terms and definitions are introduced here. Figure 1.2 shows a 3.75 inch x 3.75 inch x 1 inch (95.25 mm x 95.25 mm x 25.4 mm) lattice block with an open facesheet design typical of the material tested in this effort, with labeling to indicate the location of some key features. A lattice block is usually comprised of two facesheets. A *facesheet* serves as an impact or loading surface, and/or a fascia that encloses the internal structure. The facesheet may be solid, or open, but can be of any design that can be incorporated into a casting mold. Between the facesheets are the internal structural supports of the lattice block defined here as *struts*, which are oriented in different directions. Figure 1.3 is the same panel depicted in Figure 1.2 but with the facesheets removed to better show the internal structure of the lattice block panel. The struts are connected internally at points called *nodes*, and these nodes act to join the internal structure to the facesheets.
Depending on the use of the lattice block structures, the lattice structure can be optimized relative to size and geometry to accommodate applied loads or other boundary conditions. Optimizing the open truss structure adds strength and stiffness to the assembly while minimizing weight. For example, the geometry of the lattice block structure in this study contains only 13% material by weight compared to a similar solid structure with the same overall dimensions. The weight comparison is made using the
density of commercial Ti-6Al-4V (8) and the weight and dimensions of the lattice block structure in Figure 1.2.

The internal construction of the lattice block structure is designed with multiple load paths. This helps in redistributing load in the event of a single strut failure (9). The ability to redistribute load from a failed strut to others in the near vicinity of the failed strut provides considerable internal redundancy. The result is a very damage and defect tolerant structural panel. It has been shown that by randomly removing 10% of ligaments within a lattice block structure results in a stiffness, yield, and ultimate strength decrease of at most 20% for each. Contrast this with an aluminum honeycomb sandwich panel which experiences a decrease in strength of 65% with a comparable amount of material removed (10). The versatility of lattice block structures is further demonstrated by the fact that they can be directly cast into complex shapes like curves or twists, limited only by the casting mold and materials (10).

Not only are lattice block structures designed to be lightweight with high strength and stiffness (11), but they are also suitable for use at high service temperatures depending on the cast material used. Lattice block structures fabricated from aluminum alloys are acceptable for service temperatures below 200 °F (93 °C), whereas lattice block structures fabricated from conventional titanium alloys give satisfactory results up to 1000 °F (538 °C). Temperature requirements above 1000 °F necessitate the use of superalloys (1). The lattice block panels can also function as thermal sinks when cooling channels are integrated, as conduit for piping and wiring, or insulation can be added for sound or thermal management (10).
While there are many advantages to lattice block structures, there are notable disadvantages. Because the panels are complex cast products, they are prone to manufacturing defects. Manufacturers have recently improved fabrication processes, but four defects remain common. The first defect is referred to as a “sink” (Figure 1.4), which is the result of internal pores closing during hot isostatic pressing.\(^1\) Second, open pores (Figure 1.5) in the material are the result of surface bubbles on the casting that the hot isostatic pressing treatment cannot close. Another defect is an unfilled mold area which is identified in Figure 1.6. Hot tearing (Figure 1.7), occurs when the material is overstressed during cooling in the casting and leads to cracks.

\(^1\) See Appendix A.1 for more information on Hot Isostatic Pressing
Figure 1.5: Open Pore

Figure 1.6: Incomplete Casting Fill

Figure 1.7: Hot Tearing
These defects are macro-level defects that can be identified through visual examination. Even if a lattice block panel is visually free of defects, micro-level porosity defects due to shrinkage can be present (10). Identifying these defects requires either destructive metallographic analysis (Figure 1.8) or non-destructive evaluation methods. Non-destructive evaluation techniques are especially difficult to perform on lattice block structures because of the complex nature of the panel geometry. Having facesheets on either side of the panel and inner structural struts oriented in three dimensions does not permit conventional non-destructive evaluation methods to “look” for defects with satisfactory results. The best results have been obtained by employing a combination of X-ray (1), pulse echo ultrasound (1), and thermal imaging techniques (12).

Figure 1.8: Etched and polished cross-section of a strut

A study by Ott (1) in conjunction with the NASA Glenn Research Center and General Electric’s Aviation Division looked into the feasibility of producing investment cast lattice block structures from superalloys for gas turbine engine applications. Ott’s (1) work found that several casting defects were present and limitations in the use of current non-destructive evaluation techniques relative to lattice block structures were noted.
1.3 Fabrication Methods

Lattice block structures can be fabricated from wire (13) and sheet material (1), or the lattice block can be fabricated using investment casting. Investment casting was the method used for the panels tested here. Investment casting uses expendable patterns made from wax or low melting temperature plastic. Manufacturing casting patterns are achieved using rapid prototyping\(^2\) or injection molding.\(^3\) Once the pattern has been manufactured, the wax or plastic is “invested” by dipping the assembly in a thick slurry. For low temperature investment casting, a mixture of plaster of Paris and powdered silica can be used as the investment slurry (8). High melting temperature materials require the use of a ceramic slurry (14). If multiple parts are being cast, all of the individual castings can be attached to a “tree” (8) so they can be slurry dipped as an assembly instead of individually. The tree, also called a cluster assembly, can contain anywhere from a few dozen parts to upwards of several hundred individual pieces (15). The wax or plastic patterns on the assembly are dipped in the slurry of particles until a sufficiently thick shell has formed. A baking process discussed next, hardens the shell and removes all of the wax or plastic pattern from the shell.

Ensuring that the shell is properly and fully cured has a significant impact on the quality of the part. When the mold is heated to liquefy the pattern, the pattern material will rapidly expand and will tend to cause high internal stresses in the mold leading to failure. To avoid a mold failure, the outside of the mold is quickly heated so the surface

\(^2\) See Appendix A.2 for more information on rapid prototyping.
\(^3\) See Appendix A.3 for more information on injection molding.
layer of the pattern material will liquefy and run out of the mold. This allows the remaining pattern material to expand as the temperature of the mold assembly equilibrates (15). Once the pattern material has been evacuated, the mold assembly is filled with an inert gas. This is done in a vacuum chamber or in a centrifuge if the casting material does not flow readily (8). The mold is then filled with molten material. Once the casting has solidified, the investment material can be removed in a number of ways depending on the complexity of the part. For simple parts, breaking off the investment material with pneumatic or hand tools and abrasive blasting produce satisfactory results. For complex castings, a combination of pneumatic and hand tools, water and abrasive blasting, cutoff wheels, band saws, and chemical bathing are employed to achieve complete removal of the investment material (15). The lattice block panels contained in this thesis were removed from their molds by either abrasive blasting or chemical milling. Once the mold material is removed, the cast part is then subjected to hot isostatic pressing (HIP) to reduce porosity.

The process used to fabricate the lattice block structures have evolved in recent years from the point where panels frequently contained several visual defects and voids to where they are now relatively defect free castings. With a consistent casting process, lattice block structures are simple and cost effective to manufacture. As a general rule of thumb, investment casting is an efficient method for manufacturing parts ranging from an ounce (28.3 g) (8) to 250 lbf (113.4 kg) (16). In contrast, aluminum honeycomb sandwich panels with weights similar to lattice block structure panels are significantly more complicated to manufacture.
1.4 Previous Studies on Mechanical Strength

As noted at the onset of this chapter, recent studies have investigated possible uses of lattice block structures. These same reports have also focused on better understanding and optimizing their thermo-mechanical properties. Some studies have focused on modeling of the structures, and more recent efforts have begun to blend experimental testing data with proposed analytical models. Reliable and accurate models that predict the mechanical properties of lattice block structures would tend to minimize costly laboratory testing if the constituent properties of a lattice block structure are known. Overall, there has been an incremental but steady evolution in the design of lattice block structures. The following paragraphs will give a brief background of relevant studies that predict and/or report the mechanical properties of lattice block structures.

Past efforts that have focused on the design of lattice block structures will be reviewed first. Evans (17) published an overview on different designs of lattice block structures. A fundamental finding from this study was that a lattice block structure will exhibit failure at the nodes if the lattice is fabricated from a material with less than 20% ductility. The study indicated that designs can accommodate significant material defects with little reduction in theoretical load carrying capability of the panel. This is a direct result of the lattice block structure’s ability to redistribute load to non-failed subcomponents. The Evans (17) research also noted that there is a strong correlation to structural performance and the design of the nodes. If a “gap” design is utilized where
the centerlines of the internal struts intersect in the middle of the facesheet, then the panel performs in a manner comparable to theory. If a design requires that the strut intersection is on the inside of the facesheet, then failure most commonly takes place by shearing at the nodes. Evans et al. (18) investigated the attributes of foam core, honeycomb core, and truss core structures. Their investigation found that the metal truss core structures, a type of lattice block, are efficient for secondary heat transfer uses. The study also found that the open structures are comparable in bending and superior in edge-loaded strength when compared to sandwich and honeycomb panels. A final conclusion from the study was that open cell structures can be optimized by adding material at critical locations depending on how the structure is loaded.

A study by Hebsur (19) investigated the aspects of fabricating lattice block structures from Inconel® 718 superalloy. This lattice block structure was the first attempt to use cast nickel based superalloy with a goal of producing lightweight nozzles for aircraft engines. The study concluded that good quality panels can be made from Inconel® 718 when high strength, low thermal expansion wax is used for the lost-wax pattern fabrication. In addition, the study indicated that good results were obtained from investment castings using a method referred to as the Hitchiner counter gravity casting method. Sypeck et al. (20) focused on the comparison of open truss lattice block structures with aluminum honeycomb composite sandwich panels. The study found that the lattice blocks performed very well in compression and shear in comparison to aluminum honeycomb panels. Sypeck et al. (20) noted that the lattice
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4 See Appendix A.4 for more information on the Hitchiner counter gravity casting method
block structures can be fabricated into complex curved structures, whereas aluminum sandw

A study by Nathal et al. (10) reported on the mechanical properties of Inconel® 718 and Mar-M-247® investment cast superalloy lattice block structures. Specifically, this study used lattice block structures produced by JAMCORP Incorporated (Billerica, Massachusetts) and detailed the material properties obtained from various specimen orientations conducted in tension and bending. Tensile tests conducted in this study showed significantly lower ductility in the lattice block structure test specimens compared to commercially available data on cast and heat treated alloys. This is most likely due to material defects in the specimens obtained from the lattice block structures. Strength values aligned well with published values for the bulk material. Bend tests conducted on sections of lattice block structures showed considerable load carrying capacity in the presence of a significant number of failed internal struts.

Wallach and Gibson (9) investigated the load carrying capacity of lattice block structures when random ligaments were removed. Test specimens with randomly removed ligaments were compared with an open cell foam structure where a similar amount of ligaments were removed. The study found that the stiffness of lattice block structures decreased linearly as ligaments are removed, while the stiffness of open cell foam structures decreased almost exponentially as additional material is removed. The linear nature of the strength degradation of the truss structure indicated that lattice block structures are more defect tolerant.
Reports on lattice block structures fabricated from a series of titanium alloys are available. A study by Li et al. (21) provides mechanical properties of lattice block structures fabricated from titanium (Ti-6Al-4V) using investment casting. Their study conducted tests on individual panel struts in tension and compression, conducted full panel compression and impact tests, and three point bend tests on partial panels. Tests were conducted on panels with two strut diameters, i.e., 0.126 inch and 0.063 inch (3.2 mm and 1.6 mm). Li et al. (21) found that the castings had defects but that the tension and compression properties of the castings aligned very well with published data.

1.5 Objective

The objective of this project was the investigation of the mechanical properties of the structural subcomponents of lattice block structures fabricated from NiTi shape memory alloys. The intent was to compare the mechanical properties determined for this constituent material system to baseline data for lattice block structures fabricated from Ti-6Al-4V. Testing of structural subelement properties for lattice block structures fabricated from shape memory alloys has not been reported on in the open literature. However, complications in the fabrication of the shape memory alloy material processing for the panels tested in this project lead to extremely brittle test specimens. Because of this, only a partial test matrix could be completed on the shape memory
alloy specimens. The data that was acquired, as well as the fabrication complications, are discussed in later chapters.

This thesis was supported by the “Three Dimensional Cellular Structures Enhanced by Shape Memory Alloys” program. All the testing that produced the data reported on here was conducted at facilities located at the NASA Glenn Research at Lewis Field (Cleveland, Ohio). The materials tested under this study were provided under a federal SBIR (Small Business Innovation Research) contract awarded to Transition 45 Incorporated (Orange, California). The lattice block structures described throughout are cast specimens either of commercially available Ti-6Al-4V (Ti-6-4) or of equiatomic nickel-titanium shape memory alloy (NiTi).

In review, Chapter 1 gives the reader the necessary background information to understand what a lattice block structure is and some previous work completed on this type of structure. Looking forward, Chapter 2 will discuss nickel-titanium shape memory alloys. Chapter 3 will focus on the process of readying specimens, fixtures, and equipment for testing. Chapter 4 will provide strength data for Ti-6-4 testing. Chapter 5 provides strength data from NiTi shape memory alloy testing. Chapter 6 provides a technical discussion explaining the data observed with concluding remarks.
CHAPTER II

NICKEL-TITANIUM SHAPE MEMORY ALLOYS

2.1 Introduction

The shape memory effect exhibited by NiTi was first observed in the early 1960’s at the U.S. Naval Ordinance Laboratory and the material has been comprehensively studied since. NiTi is popular because of its biocompatibility, corrosion resistance, and the fact that it can be readily fabricated into thin wire, sheets, and tubes (22). This chapter begins by describing the characteristics of NiTi. The chapter then reviews earlier studies on NiTi and transitions to more recent ones to document the development of NiTi. Many studies have focused on equiatomic NiTi, which is the material composition used here. The descriptor equiatomic signifies that the material composition contains an equal atomic weight percent of nickel and titanium.
2.2 Phase Transformations

Shape memory alloys, in general, are materials that have the unique ability to return to their original shape after incurring what appears to be nonlinear plastic deformation. A thermal or mechanical load application is used to restore a component made from shape memory alloy from its deformed configuration back to the original geometry. The ability of shape memory alloys to recover to their original geometry enables the material to perform mechanical work during the recovery process. For example, a shape memory alloy wire can be connected to a small hanging weight. The tensile load of the weight will cause the wire to stretch, but when heat is applied to the wire the shape memory alloy will contract toward its original geometry and lift the weight some distance. This is a simplistic example and will only occur if the wire is properly conditioned and sized for the weight. However, the example illustrates that work can be extracted from a shape memory alloy material. Similarly, if a test specimen fabricated from a shape memory alloy is compressed, heating will cause the specimen to expand as a result of both the phase transformation and thermal expansion.

From a thermodynamic standpoint, shape memory alloys possess two equilibrium phase states: austenitic and martensitic. The austenitic phase is considered the high temperature “parent” phase where the material is in its base physical geometry. When the material is in the martensitic phase it is considered either twinned or detwinned. The martensitic phase is the material low temperature state. Reducing to the martensitic phase involves atomic shear deformation of the microstructure from
the parent austenitic phase (23). An idealized illustration depicting the stress-strain-temperature relation of a shape memory alloy is shown as path A→B→C→D→E→F in Figure 2.1 (5). The graph represents a nickel-titanium material beginning in the austenitic phase (point A in the graph) under no load and cooled to the twinned martensitic phase (point B). Stress was then applied under constant temperature to detwin the material (point C). The deformed specimen was unloaded (point D) leaving behind a residual strain from the detwinned martensitic phase. With no load applied, the material was heated through the detwinned martensitic phase (point E), recovering all detwinned deformation in the specimen and returning to its original stress-strain state (point F).

![Figure 2.1: Stress, Strain, Temperature plot of a typical NiTi specimen (5)](image)

As the graph in Figure 2.1 indicates, shape memory alloys will enter the twinned martensitic phase under isobaric conditions (constant stress with a decrease in
temperature), and the detwinned phase under isothermal conditions (constant temperature with an increase in stress). Once a shape memory material is transformed into the detwinned martensitic phase, it is semi-permanently deformed and will not return to its original shape until it goes through a heat cycle (5).

There are four important temperatures for shape memory alloys, i.e., the austenitic start and finish temperatures, as well as the martensitic start and finish temperatures. Figure 2.2 is a strain-temperature diagram showing these four transformation temperatures for a nickel-titanium test specimen. The curve shown in the figure is valid for one stress level only and the strain-temperature path of interest is identified as A → Ms → Mf → B → As → Af → A. Note that different stress values will produce a different strain-temperature curve. The values of the start and finish temperatures are individually stipulated with a range since they depend on material composition. The austenitic start (finish) temperature denotes the temperature at which the transformation from martensite to austenite begins (finishes) as the material is heated (24). These temperatures are shown as points As (austenite start) and Af (austenite finish) in Figure 2.2. The martensitic start (finish) temperature denotes the temperatures at which the transformation from austenite to martensite begins (finishes) as the material is cooled (24). These temperatures are shown as points Ms (martensite start) and Mf (martensite finish) in Figure 2.2. The finish temperature of the austenitic phase will always be higher than the finish temperature of the martensitic phase of the material. Transformation temperatures vary greatly depending on the material composition and typically range from -9.4 °F (-23 °C) for the martensitic finish
temperatures to above 441 °F (227 °C) for the austenitic finish temperature (22). When a shape memory material is deformed at some temperature below the austenitic start temperature, it will deform in a nonlinear fashion. This can be recovered under zero stress conditions by increasing the temperature of the material above the austenitic finish temperature. With the material in its original geometry, the process of cooling and stressing the structure can be repeated.

Figure 2.2: Transformation Temperatures of NiTi (25)

Figure 2.3 shows a transmission electron microscopy micrograph of a room temperature twinned martensite phase of equiatomic nickel-titanium on the left, and the same location on the specimen at 329 °F (165 °C) and 446 °F (230 °C) in the middle and right images, respectively. As the specimen is heated under no load, the twinned martensite phase begins to disappear and has completely disappeared before the austenite finish temperature of approximately 105 °C.

5 Images courtesy of Anita Garg, NASA GRC
The shape memory effect described above permits the extraction of work. This concept is shown in Figure 2.4 (5) where a strain-temperature plane from Figure 2.1 is obtained by stipulating a constant value for stress. Consider the cases where a constant stress is applied at 75 °C (point A) and the material is then cooled into the detwinned martensitic phase (point B). Subsequently, the material is then heated back into the austenitic phase (point C). The difference in the peak strain and the final strain is denoted $\Delta \varepsilon_{\text{act}}$ and this change in strain at constant stress provides work. Note that a small residual strain is accrued over this transformation cycle. Some of the residual strain can be recovered.
For cyclic transformation applications, the non-recoverable plastic strain can be removed, or reduced, by “training” the material. Training of the material can be accomplished through several methods. The two most common are cycling the material isothermally or isobarically for a sufficient number of cycles such that a stable hysteresis loop is obtained. This allows the material to recover with no applied stress and is referred to as the “two-way” shape memory effect (5) in the literature. The two-way shape memory effect is illustrated in Figure 2.5. The hysteresis lines show the material shifting to a stable response under isobaric conditions.

Figure 2.4: Illustration of the Shape Memory Effect on NiTi (5)
Another characteristic of shape memory materials is the pseudoelastic effect. With pseudoelasticity, stress instead of temperature causes the material microstructure to reorient itself. This characteristic is termed “stress induced martensite”. Stress is applied to the material causing the austenite to the martensite phase transformation. Upon unloading, the martensite returns to the austenite phase (5). Figure 2.6 shows the pseudoelastic response of a nickel-titanium shape memory alloy under isothermal conditions (5). The plot demonstrates an elastic response from points 1 to 2, with point 1 being in the parent austenitic phase and point 2 being the start of the martensitic phase transformation. From point 2 to point 3, the martensitic phase forms and at point 3 the material is in a fully martensitic state. Continued loading from point 3 results in an elastic response in a martensite phase with a different Young’s modulus than the initial elastic response of the austenite phase. When the load is removed, the material will
transform back into the austenitic phase along the load path between points 4 and 5. Note that point 5 is not necessarily below point 2 in all situations. When unloaded to zero stress, all of the elastic strain ($\varepsilon_{el}$ - see horizontal axis in Figure 2.6) and strain from the material transforming from martensitic back to austenitic ($\varepsilon_{trans}$ - see horizontal axis in Figure 2.6) will be recovered. Any non-recovered permanent deformation, i.e., plastic deformation, is designated as $\varepsilon_{pl}$ in Figure 2.6. A hysteresis loop is obtained and the area inside the loop is equal to the energy dissipated (6).

![Figure 2.6: Aspects of pseudoelasticity in NiTi (5)](image)

In summary, shape memory alloys present several interesting deformation behaviors that can be utilized in high-end engineering applications. A few of these behavioral aspects were presented above. The unique behavior of this material along with its use in the lattice framework of lattice block structures provides sufficient motivation to develop a database of mechanical properties for this material. A review
of property data for equiatomic NiTi available in the open literature is provided in the next section.

### 2.3 Bulk Mechanical Properties

The transformation temperatures of NiTi are highly dependent on processing and the metallurgy, which can be adjusted with different concentrations of alloy materials (27). For example, adding a higher concentration of nickel will decrease transformation temperatures while a titanium rich concentration will increase the transformation temperature (28). Published literature from Patoor et al. (22) has shown that martensitic finish temperatures \( (M_f) \) can be in the range of \( 60 \pm 104 \, ^\circ F \, (15 \pm 40 \, ^\circ C) \) while austenitic finish temperatures \( (A_f) \) can range from \( 192 \pm 176 \, ^\circ F \, (89 \pm 80 \, ^\circ C) \).

Fatigue data for shape memory alloys show cyclic lives of \( 10^5 \) cycles at 2% strain and \( 10^7 \) cycles at 0.5% strain (23). However, the maximum number of cycles to failure can vary greatly depending on the service temperature, stress and strain, and the material heat treatment process. In addition, shape memory alloys have a limited actuation frequency of approximately 30Hz. This frequency limitation is a function of the maximum heating and cooling rate of the material (5).

Funakubo (23) gives a brief but clear overview of the findings relating how temperature affects the stress-strain curves of equiatomic NiTi. In this study, tensile tests were conducted over the temperature range of \(-321 \, ^\circ F \, to \, 1292 \, ^\circ F \, (-196 \, ^\circ C \, to \, 700 \, ^\circ C)\).
°C). The data indicates that below 158 °F (70 °C) discontinuous yielding along with high strain hardening occurs in the 4%-7% strain range. In the 212 °F to 752 °F (100 °C to 400 °C) range the data shows that work hardening decreased and continuous yielding occurs. In the temperature regime above 752 °F (400 °C) large elongations occur with very minimal work hardening. These results indicate that the minimum yield strength of the material occurs near room temperature.

A study by Buehler and Wang (29) noted that equiatomic NiTi was ductile, demonstrated good damping qualities, and possessed above average fatigue properties. They found that the martensitic phase existed below the start of the austenitic phase, as shown previously in Figure 2.2, and that atomic shearing of the material occurred in the martensite region. Heating above the austenitic transformation temperature returned the material to its original geometry. The Buehler and Wang (29) study also reported dramatic changes in the damping properties based on the use temperature of the material. Studying the transition temperatures of various shape memory alloys, Buehler and Wang (29) found that the transition temperatures can vary from -396 °F to 331 °F (-238 °C to 166 °C) based on material compositions. Buehler and Wang (29) also reported on aspects of the production of NiTi. They found that NiTi can be produced by both arc and induction melting. Their study noted that the material could be readily hot or cold worked and the material was easily spot welded or brazed. However, machining was found to be difficult, requiring carbide tools used at slow speeds with light feeds.

A study published by Jackson et al. (30) focused on the chemical, mechanical, metallurgy, physical, and processing properties of NiTi. The study evaluated previous
work on equiatomic shape memory alloys to determine equilibrium phase diagrams and the corresponding crystal structure. Jackson et al. (30) found large discrepancies in the crystal structure among published papers and concluded that poor material characterization and labeling of the exact shape memory alloy composition used in previous studies were the likely cause of inconsistencies. Jackson et al. (30) were not able to determine the equilibrium structure of equiatomic NiTi with the available data. Recommendations in their report included further fatigue and impact testing above the transition temperature as well as determining if material properties degrade with time, i.e., does the material “damage.”

A discussion of the testing and protocols is presented in the next chapter. In addition, temperature dependent mechanical data obtained from tests conducted on samples taken from lattice block structures fabricated from Ti-6-4 (the baseline material) is presented in Chapter 4. The thesis returns to the topic of equiatomic NiTi material in Chapter 5 where the results from testing of structural subelements taken from lattice block structures are presented.
CHAPTER III

TEST SPECIMENS, EQUIPMENT, AND PROTOCOLS

3.1 Introduction

Novel material systems require novel test protocols in order to develop an appropriate database of engineering design properties. These protocols include specimen design, test fixtures, and analysis of the data obtained. The strength testing effort reported on here uses three basic specimen geometries, i.e., ligaments, legs, and struts. Conceptually one should be able to evaluate the strength of a lattice block facesheet (Figure 1.2) by testing ligaments and legs. Ligaments are defined as a subelement that does not contain a node in the gage section, but does contain a node at each end. Legs are comprised of two ligaments with a centrally located node in the gage section. Specimens removed from the internal lattice (not the facesheet) will be defined as struts. Tension tests were completed on specimens removed from the facesheet while compression tests were completed on specimens removed from the
internal lattice block structure. The compressive strength is the critical design parameter for the internal lattice portion of the structure. Bend tests were not conducted as part of this test program. The preparation of test specimens used to characterize strength from these various structural subelements is described in detail later in this chapter. In addition, the components that comprise the test system are thoroughly discussed. Finally, the test protocols adopted for this work are presented.

3.2 Preparation of Specimens Obtained from the Facesheet

Unlike common mechanical testing where the goal is nearly pristine specimens obtained by machining, the specimens for this project are tested as-cast. A conscious effort was made to obtain test specimens free of visual defects. After samples were obtained from the facesheets, irregularities inherent to the specimens were left in place. However, extracting tensile test specimens from the facesheet of a lattice block structure proved problematic. It was not a surprise that cutting the facesheet using hand held cut-off wheels, high/low speed diamond wheels, and/or a hacksaw yielded poor quality specimens. Specimens were frequently nicked and damaged in the gage section using these methods. In addition, this type of extraction introduced local regions of high temperature in the Ti-6-4 specimens because of a lack of coolant during cutting. Since shape memory alloys (NiTi) are very temperature sensitive, this extraction method would lead to the formation of residual stresses. As a result of these
difficulties, a two-step process for cutting of ligaments and legs from the facesheet was developed with shape memory alloys in mind. First, the lattice block structures being tested had both of the open facesheets removed by electrical discharge machining (EDM). Subelement tensile test specimens were marked and labeled on each facesheet (Figure 3.1). The specimens were subsequently cut from the facesheet using EDM because of its precision and because very little heat is transferred into the specimen during cutting.

Two specimen orientations, identified in Figure 3.1 as aligned/ vertical and skewed/ transverse, were adopted in the test protocol. The specimens were cut in different orientations so that directional property variations, if any, could be
determined. Each facesheet specimen orientation allowed for test specimens of two 
lengths, i.e. ligaments and legs, discussed earlier. The purpose of this was to determine 
how the stiffness and strength of the subelement is affected when a node is present in 
the gage section of the test specimen. Thus, four different facesheet tensile test 
specimen geometries (Figure 3.2) were extracted for testing. The specimen design was 
also chosen to make gripping the specimens more convenient (described later). 
Specimens that are aligned vertically as pictured in Figure 3.1 are denoted very simply as 
“vertical” specimens. Specimens that are skewed 45° as pictured in Figure 3.1 are 
denoted as “transverse” specimens. The naming convention is straightforward when 
oberving the finished specimens in Figure 3.2. Vertical specimens appear with a “V” on 
both ends, and transverse specimens appear as a “T” shaped specimen. Pictured from 
left to right in Figure 3.2 are a vertical ligament, a vertical leg, a transverse ligament, and 
a transverse leg. As discussed earlier, a ligament contains no central node and a leg 
contains a central node. The extraneous material around nodes and at the specimen 
ends were mistakenly ground off during specimen prep and are not pictured in Figure 
3.2. This process caused some premature failures at machining nicks and will be 
discussed with the test results. Several specimens were prepared from a single panel, 
and their location in the panels were randomized to establish within-panel variability.
3.3 Preparation of Samples Obtained from the Internal Lattice

Struts for compression test specimens (Figure 3.3) were cut at random from the internal lattice using EDM. The cross sections at the end of the specimens were ground parallel to each other, and perpendicular to the specimen sides. Note that, again, obvious casting flaws were avoided. The specimens were cut initially with a height to diameter ratio of 2:1, which is consistent with American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) E9-09 (31) and previous testing (21). Local bending issues arose during testing and the specimen height to diameter ratio was reduced to 1.5:1 for the
Ti-6-4 specimens and to 1.15:1 for the NiTi specimen. This is discussed in the final chapter in more detail.

![Typical Compression Specimen](image)

**Figure 3.3: Typical Compression Specimen**

### 3.4 Test Fixtures

After tensile specimens were obtained from the facesheet, a gripping mechanism had to be devised. Potting tensile test specimens was tried initially due to the simplicity of the process. Potting means simply encasing the ends of a test specimen in an epoxy resin so the specimen can be easily inserted and gripped in a test frame. At first, flat metal tabs with dimensions 0.625 inch x 0.75 inch x 0.03 inch (15.88 mm x 19.05 mm x 0.76 mm) were glued with epoxy to the ends of specimens. For the tabbed specimens, the epoxy tended to crack and allowed the tabs to fall off the specimens (Figure 3.4) under load. This failed approach to potting specimens was followed by a procedure where 1.0 inch x 0.5 inch x 1.0 inch (25.40 mm x 12.70 mm x 25.40 mm)

---

6 All fixture drawings can be found in Appendix B
channels were filled with epoxy that encased the ends of the specimens. For the filled specimens, the potting material was crushed if the grip pressure was too high (Figure 3.5). Crushing of the specimens could be avoided by lowering the grip pressure, but then the specimens slipped as uniaxial load was applied. A third approach to fabricating potted specimens involved filling copper tubes with a nominal diameter of 0.625 inch and a length of 1.5 inch (Ø15.88 mm x 38.10 mm) with epoxy resin. However, this system failed as well. The most significant problem with potted specimens was that the epoxy potting was not strong enough and the samples would simply pull themselves out during testing (Figure 3.6). The primary cause of this failure was that there was not enough area of potting in the cross section around the specimen. Larger tabs, larger channels, or larger tubes may have been more beneficial. However, limited clearance in the wedge and collet grips on the test frame could not accommodate specimens with larger ends. Given these challenges, a mechanical gripping mechanism was designed.

![Image: Tabbed Specimen with Cracked Epoxy]

*Figure 3.4: Tabbed Specimen with Cracked Epoxy*
Designing a mechanical gripping fixture for the transverse specimens posed the severest design challenge. The test specimens were consistent from one specimen to another. However, slight offsets at the nodes within a test specimen made it difficult to assure that the fixtures would not impart bending during a test. A clamshell design was selected which consists of two halves that are mirror images of one another. A third piece is an insert that restrains the specimen from the bottom to keep the specimen “arm” (Figure 3.7) from bending during a test. Figure 3.8 is an exploded model view of the test fixture and depicts a series of threaded and through holes that allows the fixture to be screwed together for rapid sample changes. The fixture is pin loaded.
through the slotted hole located at the fixture center. All fixtures used in this testing effort were machined from high strength AerMet®-100 alloy.

![Figure 3.7: Transverse Specimen "arm"](image)

Tensile properties from previous studies on titanium lattice block material indicated a test specimen ultimate strength of 134 ksi (924 MPa) (21). Applying a safety factor of 1.5 resulted in a required fixture yield strength of at least 201 ksi (1386 MPa).
The estimated force the fixture would be subjected to during a test was calculated simply by

\[ F = \sigma A \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

where \( \sigma = 201 \text{ ksi} \) and the nominal cross sectional area of the test specimen is \( A = 0.012 \text{ in}^2 \). Using this strength value and the cross sectional area of the specimen results in a force at failure of approximately 2.41 kips (10.7 kN). No load from the test is passed to the insert because of an oversized slotted hole in the center where the load pin passes (Figure 3.8). Small compressive loads on the top surface of the insert where the specimen “arm” is located during testing are possible but considered negligible. Because of this, the load was estimated to be evenly divided between the two clamshells. This results in a load of 1.21 kips (5.37 kN) per clamshell half.

A stress analysis was conducted on one clamshell of the fixture. The boundary conditions for the clamshell analysis consisted of fixing the load pin location in the slotted hole with a subsequent application of a vertical force on the curved load surface. The small bolt holes in the fixture were constrained from translating forward and back with respect to the large flat face of the clamshell. Figure 3.9 shows an exaggerated deformation state with overlaid stress distribution and annotated boundary conditions for one half of the transverse test specimen fixture. The highest von Mises stress in the fixture for the final design was 127 ksi. This value is roughly 49% less than the 250 ksi (1724 MPa) yield strength of the fixture material. The analysis shows that fixture failure is unlikely.
The primary design constraint was keeping the overall size of the fixture as small as possible and to achieve this, the design was modified in an iterative fashion. Once the model was optimized, a rapid prototype of the fixture was fabricated from ABS plastic to test specimen tolerances. The rapid prototype is shown in Figure 3.10. With the tolerances verified, the final specimens were machined from the Aer-Met®-100 alloy and heat treated. Figure 3.11 depicts the finished fixture.
A similar fixture was designed for the vertical test specimens (Figure 3.12). An exploded model view of the test fixture is shown in Figure 3.13. It again, incorporates a two-piece mirrored clamshell with an insert. Through and threaded holes are machined into in the upper corners of the clamshells and into the bottom to allow the fixture to be
securely fastened together. Load is transmitted to the fixture clamshells through a central slotted hole. An insert acts as a restraint to keep the specimen “arms” (Figure 3.12) from bending during the tensile test which would permit the test specimen to pull out of the fixture. Consistent with the transverse fixture insert, the slotted hole is oversized so very little load is passed to the insert during a test.

![Figure 3.12: Vertical Specimen “arm”](image1)

![Figure 3.13: 3D Exploded Model of Vertical Specimen Fixture](image2)
A finite element analysis was conducted on this test fixture as well. Load was applied vertically on the angled curved surfaces as shown in Figure 3.14. Boundary conditions consistent with the transverse clamshell fixture were employed for the vertical clamshell fixture. Figure 3.14 depicts the boundary conditions and the exaggerated deformation state of the fixture at maximum load with the von Mises stress depicted. This figure shows that the maximum von Mises stress is approximately 40% below the yield strength of the fixture material. This indicates that the fixture will not fail under normal test conditions. After the design of the fixture was optimized, rapid prototypes were fabricated and are shown in Figure 3.15. A vertical test specimen was used to successfully check the fit of the fixture and machine drawings were executed. The test fixtures were then machined and heat treated. The final test fixture is depicted in Figure 3.16.

Figure 3.14: von Mises Stress of Vertical Fixture
An attachment fixture that allowed for efficient mounting of the facesheet specimen fixtures to the test frame was required. A simple “C” clevis assembly (Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18) was designed to mount and attach test specimens in the fixture. This design was optimized to allow for screw clearance of the facesheet fixtures and incorporated a pin for transferring load. The design of the clevis-pin assembly allows
the test fixture to pivot about the pin to accommodate specimen misalignment. The
clevis is connected to the collet grip of the test frame via a shaft that sits in a recess at
the bottom of the clevis and allows for the rotations depicted in Figure 3.17. To ensure
the pin could withstand test loads, simple hand calculations were performed using
equations found in Budynas (32). These calculations lead to a shear stress in the pin of

$$\tau_{max} = \frac{4V}{3A} = 15.8 \text{ ksi}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

with $V = 1205 \text{ lbf (5360 N)}$. The shear force, $V$, represents half of the maximum
estimated load the test specimen will incur. The cross sectional area of the pin is $A =
0.102 \text{ in}^2 \ (65.8 \text{ mm}^2)$. The maximum estimated shear stress on the pin is considerably
less than the 175 ksi (1207 MPa) maximum shear strength of the pin material (33).
Bending stresses on the pin are

$$\sigma_{max} = \frac{Mc}{I} = \frac{32VD}{\pi d^3} = 32.9 \text{ ksi}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

with a pin diameter of $d = 0.36 \text{ inch (9.1 mm)}$. $D = 0.125 \text{ inch (3.18 mm)}$ is the bending
moment arm, which is the distance between the inside of the clevis and the outside of
the fixture block. The maximum bending stress is almost double the shear stress, but it
is still considerably lower than the pin material yield point of 250 ksi (1793 MPa). Due to
the simplicity of the design and the availability of simple hand calculations, finite
element analyses were not performed on the clevis assembly. Similarly, rapid
prototypes of the clevis-pin assembly were not required because of the simplicity of the
design. The complete test fixture with a mounted specimen installed in the test frame is shown in Figure 3.18.

Figure 3.17: Clevis-pin Assembly

Figure 3.18: Assembled Fixture with Specimen Mounted in Test Frame
The final fixture required for testing is the compression fixture (Figure 3.19). It is simply a 0.625 inch (15.9 mm) round bar of 6 inches (152.4 mm) or 8 inches (203.2 mm) in length for the top and bottom grips in the test frame, respectively. The end surfaces are ground flat to ensure a flat mounting surface. Because high local stresses from the compression specimens will dent the pushrods, ground and polished alumina platens were placed on top of the push rods for testing. Stress analysis was not completed on these fixtures.

![Figure 3.19: Compression Testing Rods with Alumina Platens](image)

3.5 Test Frame and Heating Chamber

All mechanical testing for this project was completed on a servo hydraulic uniaxial test frame (Figure 3.20) with a force capacity of ±22 kips (±980 kN). For all tests, the test frame’s data acquisition system acquired load and crosshead displacement data. A metal cabinet with a hinged, impact resistant plastic front door surrounds the test frame. The metal cabinet and plastic door prevent failed specimens from being ejected from the test frame when specimens explosively fail. During testing, the upper

---

7 See Appendix A.5 for more information on alumina
crosshead remains fixed, while the lower hydraulic ram travels up or down. Test fixtures were mounted into hydraulically actuated collet grips (Figure 3.21).

Figure 3.20: 22kip Servohydraulic Test Frame

Figure 3.21: Hydraulic collet grip
The test frame and load cell were calibrated to NASA internal standards. Following calibration, the machine was aligned to NASA specifications. Proper alignment is important so that a tensile or compression test is loaded uniaxially and bending moments are not imparted to the test specimen from the load train.

Strength tests were conducted at temperature and the maximum test temperature was 392 °F (200 °C). A chamber was modified that provided a line-of-sight view for optical strain measurement and to allow the use of mechanical extensometry (both described in the next section). The furnace (Figure 3.22) originally included in-house manufactured items, i.e., a heater control box, a stand to mount the furnace on the test frame, a four sided quartz windowed chamber, and a lid for the chamber. In addition, a heat pipe for warming shop air that is piped into the chamber was purchased commercially. Furnace chamber modifications were required to achieve the desired test temperatures. Two of the thin side panels were replaced with 0.125 inch (3.18 mm) stainless steel sheet stock, with one of the replacement panels containing an opening to allow for an extensometer. In addition, the front window panel of the furnace was replaced with a removable door and a smaller quartz window. Next, two additional 400 watt in-line heat pipes were added outside the furnace along with a 1200 watt electric grid heater affixed to a wall inside the furnace. Finally, the entire furnace was heavily insulated and wrapped in aluminum sheeting. The rear quartz window was left intact for the optical strain measurement cameras. Figure 3.22 shows the modified furnace from the front (left image) and from the rear (right image). Prior to testing it was
confirmed that the temperature gradient of the furnace for elevated temperature testing was consistent with the specifications outlined by Lerch (34).

![Figure 3.22: Quartz Paneled Furnace Front (Left) and Rear (Right)](image)

### 3.6 Extensometry

A light contact extensometer with high temperature alumina probes was originally planned for use in all applications requiring strain control. This type of extensometer is widely used for tension testing. The extensometer has a 0.5 inch (12.7 mm) gage length with a travel of -0.08 inch to +0.1 inch (-2.03 mm to +2.54 mm). The 0.5 inch gage of the extensometer proved to be too large to fit between the fixture of the smaller tensile specimens. The extensometer was modified with step-down adapters to reduce the gage from 0.5 inch to 0.25 inch (6.35 mm). This adaptation is shown in Figure 3.23. The step-down adapters also extended the length of the probes. The extensometer was calibrated before use with the adapters attached.
When the modified extensometer was used in tensile tests problems were encountered maintaining contact between the test specimen and the modified extensometer. The reason for this is that the specimen surfaces are rough in texture (as-cast) and are not machined. This caused the extensometer to sit unevenly on the specimen surface and to slip during testing, causing machine stability problems when attempting to run tests in strain control. Gluing the probes in place helped, but high temperature testing tended to burn the glue off. In addition, the clevis and specimen fixtures, discussed previously, were designed with a bit of slack to facilitate easier installation of the specimens into the test frame and for removing bending in the specimens. This “play” in the system caused the extensometer to lose feedback control near zero loads. After several failed attempts at conducting tensile tests under strain control, it was decided that tensile tests would be conducted in displacement and load control.
Since mechanical extensometry was not a viable option for measuring strain, a non-contact optical strain measuring device was utilized. Optical extensometry is very useful for unusual specimen geometries that do not allow for the application of strain gages or the use of extensometers. The device consists of dual five mega-pixel cameras, a computer, and a trigger box. Figure 3.24 shows a typical test configuration with the optical measuring device. For testing at elevated temperatures, lenses were mounted on the cameras that blocked ultraviolet light and reduced the glare on the specimen.

![Optical measurement computer](image)

**Figure 3.24: Computer with Stereo Cameras Mounted for Testing**

A trigger box within the optical extensometry system signals the cameras to take pictures at a user specified rate. The acquisition system allows for up to eight external input channels (±10 volt) to be acquired during a test. These inputs can include displacement, load, strain gages, extensometers, or thermocouples. The image correlation system is calibrated before starting a series of tests and checked periodically to be sure it is still within minimums. For the optical system to operate, the system must be calibrated with a calibration panel (Figure 3.25). The optical strain measuring
device proved quite viable and was used throughout the study. The Linux based software processed the acquired images and calculated the three-dimensional displacement and three-dimensional surface strains. Through trial and error, an acquisition rate that collected 300 data points per test was adopted. The system is slow to process larger image files and this acquisition rate optimizes computation times simply by minimizing the amount of data to process. The software is efficient and accurate for test temperatures ranging from -148 °F to 2732 °F (-100 °C to +1500 °C) (35).

Optical extensometry works by tracking the three dimensional movement of points that are painted on the surface of the test specimen. For this project, test specimens were first painted with a light coat of white spray paint and then “speckled” with a mist of black spray paint (Figure 3.26). Once a test is complete and the software has processed the image files, the user can view and rotate a three-dimensional rendering of the test specimen. The software is capable of exporting images and/ or
videos showing the deformations and strains from a test. Also, positional data associated with user defined points on the specimen can be exported in ASCII format to a spreadsheet.

![Figure 3.26: Typical Painted Tension Specimen](image)

### 3.7 Mode Control

Mechanical strength tests can be conducted by actively controlling the load rate, the displacement rate, or a combination of the two when complex test histories are required (i.e., interrupted stress tests). Deciding on a stable control mode to conduct the tests is challenging. The original plan for this project was to complete all testing in strain control. Problems discussed previously with the mechanical extensometer led to most testing on Ti-6-4 test specimens (discussed in the following chapter) being completed in displacement control. Displacement control is the most stable and simplest control mode to use. Strain rate sensitive materials can show large discrepancies between data obtained from strain controlled experiments and displacement controlled tests. Strain control is the preferred mode for uniaxial testing because the testing is performed at a constant deformation rate, however ASTM
standards allow displacement control as an acceptable method for conducting tensile or compression tests.

For materials with linear stress-strain curves in the elastic response regime, like Ti-6-4, there is no difference in mechanical properties between control modes of testing. A small number of Ti-6-4 tests were completed in load control to demonstrate no appreciable difference in material properties when tests were conducted in different control modes. All NiTi tests were completed in load control because that material has highly rate dependent material properties.

3.8 Test Standards

A literature search of test standards was conducted before any tests were completed. As a result, tensile tests in this study were conducted based on ASTM E8/E8M, Standard Test Methods for Tension Testing of Metallic Materials (36). ASTM E9-09 (31), Standard Test Methods of Compression Testing of Metallic Materials at Room Temperature, and ASTM E209-00 (37), Standard Practice for Compression Tests of Metallic Materials at Elevated Temperatures with Conventional or Rapid Heating Systems, were followed when compression tests were conducted. ASTM F2516-07 (38), Standard Test Method for Tension Testing of Nickel-Titanium Superelastic Materials was consulted when testing the shape memory alloy materials.
CHAPTER IV

BASELINE TESTING: Ti-6-4

4.1 Introduction

Ti-6-4 was selected as the comparative baseline material for this study of lattice block structures because castings from this material are high quality and because there is a wealth of available test data in the open literature. Transition 45 Incorporated produced multiple Ti-6-4 panels for this study. Table I contains a summary of pertinent information for the Ti-6-4 panels. This information includes the serial number assigned to each panel by the manufacturer which is helpful in cross referencing manufacturer data if necessary. The nominal size represents the overall dimension of each panel. Final processing information conveys how the manufacturer removed the investment casting medium from the panel. Finally, information as to what type of test was conducted on the specimens is provided.
All four panels were subjected to nondestructive evaluation (NDE). NDE provides defect maps of the panels. Panel 1 contained a few node defects, all of which were repaired with welds. Panel 2 contained a few minor surface defects. Panel 3 (denoted as P6 in the test data) contained a small number of surface connected holes at the nodes. Panel 4 (denoted as P13 in the test data) contained a few open pores at the nodes from poor casting and contained a visual defect. When sectioning the panels to obtain test specimens, these minor defects were easily avoided.
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8 Full defect maps for Ti-6-4 Panels are provided in Appendix C
4.2 Ti-6-4 Tensile Testing

At each test temperature (room temperature, 165 °C, and 200 °C) all tension tests for VL, VS, and TL test specimens (Figure 3.2) were conducted at a displacement rate of 0.0014 in/s to approximate a strain rate of $10^{-4}$ in/in/s. For all elevated temperature testing, specimens were brought to temperature within 30 minutes and allowed to soak for 15 minutes at temperature before being tested.

Because of the limited number of test specimens, only one TS specimen was tested in load control at each test temperature. All other TS specimens were tested in displacement control at the rate specified above. Load controlled testing was completed at a load rate of 29 lbf/s to approximate a strain rate of $10^{-4}$ in/in/s, assuming a linear response. All tables and plots presented herein use “true” values as opposed to “engineering” values. True stress and true strain are calculated using the following relations from Ling (39).

\[
\sigma_t = \sigma_e (1 + \varepsilon_e) \tag{4.1}
\]

and

\[
\varepsilon_t = \ln(1 + \varepsilon_e) \tag{4.2}
\]

Here $\sigma_e$ is the engineering stress and $\varepsilon_e$ is the engineering strain. The engineering stress is calculated by taking current force divided by the initial cross sectional area of the specimen. The engineering strain is calculated by taking current elongation divided by the initial specimen length.
Values of elastic modulus, yield stress, ultimate strength, Poisson’s ratio, percent elongation, and percent area reduction were determined from the test data collected. Modulus values were calculated using a trendline fit to the linear portion of the stress-strain curve. The yield stress was determined using a 0.2% offset from the modulus trendline. The ultimate strength is the maximum true stress computed from the test data. Poisson’s ratio is calculated from a trendline fit to a plot of the transverse strain versus the axial strain. The elongation is the percent strain at failure. The percent area reduction is the ratio of the starting nominal cross sectional area of the specimen to the cross sectional area of the specimen at the failure location. When specimens failed in the grips, only values of elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio were extracted from the test data.

For the three test temperatures (room temperature, 165 °C, and 200 °C) the data were averaged on a per panel basis to determine panel variability associated with processing. Then an overall average was computed of all data at a given test temperature. Table II summarizes the strength related data for the Ti-6-4 tension tests. Also contained in Table II is the number of specimens tested from a given panel for a given temperature. Table III summarizes the deformation properties of the Ti-6-4 tension tests. Note that the panel averages do not equal the overall average at a given temperature, identified as “Average” in the tables. This is because data sets of the different specimen orientations do not contain equal numbers of specimens cut from panels P13 and P6. The material property average was weighted with respect to the
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9 Extended data tables are provided in Appendix D for all testing
number of P13 and P6 specimens in the data set. The data in Table II shows that panel P6 appears slightly stiffer and stronger than panel P13. However, because of a small sample size and the scatter present within the data indicated by the large standard deviations in the test data, no conclusion can be made as to whether a material property difference exists between the panels that could be attributed to final processing or control mode of testing. A comparison to published data is presented later in this section. Possible sources for scatter in the data are discussed in the final chapter.
### Table II: Ti-6-4 Strength Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Tested Specimens</th>
<th>Modulus (psi)</th>
<th>Modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Yield Stress (psi)</th>
<th>Yield Stress (MPa)</th>
<th>Ult Strength (psi)</th>
<th>Ult Strength (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Room Temp</strong></td>
<td><strong>F13 Avg</strong></td>
<td>15,573,922</td>
<td>114.27</td>
<td>118,058.39</td>
<td>814.20</td>
<td>129,897.69</td>
<td>895.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>P13 St. Dev</strong></td>
<td>664,536</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>9,997.09</td>
<td>64.81</td>
<td>16,613.73</td>
<td>114.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>P13 Coeff. Var.</strong></td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>P6 Avg</strong></td>
<td>16,991,479</td>
<td>117.15</td>
<td>124,911.27</td>
<td>861.46</td>
<td>144,215.56</td>
<td>994.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>P6 St. Dev</strong></td>
<td>2,793,104</td>
<td>19.26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>P6 Coeff. Var.</strong></td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td>17,040,878</td>
<td>117.49</td>
<td>120,342.68</td>
<td>829.95</td>
<td>134,670.65</td>
<td>928.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>St. Dev</strong></td>
<td>746,126</td>
<td>5.14</td>
<td>7,733.47</td>
<td>53.33</td>
<td>14,364.94</td>
<td>99.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Coeff. Var.</strong></td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>165°C</strong></td>
<td><strong>F13 Avg</strong></td>
<td>14,559,745</td>
<td>108.97</td>
<td>89,269.46</td>
<td>615.65</td>
<td>106,186.31</td>
<td>732.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>P13 St. Dev</strong></td>
<td>1,332,585</td>
<td>9.39</td>
<td>1,798.02</td>
<td>12.40</td>
<td>8,176.60</td>
<td>56.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>P13 Coeff. Var.</strong></td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>P6 Avg</strong></td>
<td>15,448,406</td>
<td>106.51</td>
<td>87,975.07</td>
<td>606.73</td>
<td>109,595.80</td>
<td>755.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>P6 St. Dev</strong></td>
<td>1,634,590</td>
<td>11.27</td>
<td>2,593.18</td>
<td>17.90</td>
<td>7,552.20</td>
<td>52.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>P6 Coeff. Var.</strong></td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td>15,190,989</td>
<td>104.74</td>
<td>88,731.38</td>
<td>511.94</td>
<td>107,723.59</td>
<td>742.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>St. Dev</strong></td>
<td>782,664</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>2,148.80</td>
<td>14.81</td>
<td>7,444.90</td>
<td>51.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Coeff. Var.</strong></td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>200°C</strong></td>
<td><strong>F13 Avg</strong></td>
<td>14,061,095</td>
<td>103.15</td>
<td>80,601.74</td>
<td>555.87</td>
<td>99,677.45</td>
<td>687.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>P13 St. Dev</strong></td>
<td>1,586,429</td>
<td>10.94</td>
<td>4,512.79</td>
<td>31.12</td>
<td>4,717.14</td>
<td>32.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>P13 Coeff. Var.</strong></td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>P6 Avg</strong></td>
<td>14,012,787</td>
<td>96.61</td>
<td>80,733.01</td>
<td>556.78</td>
<td>105,460.54</td>
<td>727.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>P6 St. Dev</strong></td>
<td>1,260,948</td>
<td>8.69</td>
<td>6,854.13</td>
<td>43.82</td>
<td>1,442.11</td>
<td>9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>P6 Coeff. Var.</strong></td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td>14,699,347</td>
<td>101.35</td>
<td>81,478.57</td>
<td>561.92</td>
<td>100,828.79</td>
<td>695.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>St. Dev</strong></td>
<td>1,238,143</td>
<td>8.54</td>
<td>3,161.80</td>
<td>21.81</td>
<td>5,071.79</td>
<td>34.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Coeff. Var.</strong></td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table III: Ti-6-4 Deformation Properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Poisson's Ratio</th>
<th>% Elongation</th>
<th>% Area Red.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Room Temp</td>
<td>0.292</td>
<td>4.36%</td>
<td>20.43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>1.51%</td>
<td>3.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>34.60%</td>
<td>14.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6 Avg</td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>5.74%</td>
<td>17.16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.301</td>
<td>4.82%</td>
<td>19.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Dev</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>1.33%</td>
<td>2.84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coeff. Var.</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>27.63%</td>
<td>14.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165 C</td>
<td>0.322</td>
<td>5.35%</td>
<td>27.74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>2.89%</td>
<td>10.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.142</td>
<td>53.99%</td>
<td>38.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6 Avg</td>
<td>0.302</td>
<td>7.43%</td>
<td>31.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>2.35%</td>
<td>9.15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>31.68%</td>
<td>29.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.310</td>
<td>6.24%</td>
<td>27.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Dev</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>2.16%</td>
<td>11.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coeff. Var.</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>34.57%</td>
<td>40.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 C</td>
<td>0.294</td>
<td>6.86%</td>
<td>33.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>4.43%</td>
<td>6.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>64.67%</td>
<td>20.56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6 Avg</td>
<td>0.335</td>
<td>8.85%</td>
<td>37.82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>2.68%</td>
<td>5.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>30.34%</td>
<td>14.08%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.311</td>
<td>6.92%</td>
<td>34.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Dev</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>4.03%</td>
<td>6.51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coeff. Var.</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>58.32%</td>
<td>19.09%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.1 is series of images showing the full field axial surface strain for a tensile test conducted on a specimen that did not contain a node in the gage section. The images represent strain at four different stages of the test. Since this test was conducted under displacement control these stages were equally spaced from a temporal standpoint. A strain scale is shown using a color spectrum. Note that the load
direction is indicated in the images. From early in the test, high local strain begins to form in the gage section while the rest of the specimen contains relatively low strain. The specimen failed in the center of the gage with approximately 25% local strain while the global strain was between 2.5%-5.0%. Since the specimens are cast, the surface is non-uniform and the specimen failed at a local reduction of cross sectional area. The pattern of strain distribution shown is common to specimens that failed in the gage.

![Axial Surface Strains for a Tensile Specimen Containing No Node](image)

**Figure 4.1: Axial Surface Strains for a Tensile Specimen Containing No Node**

Figure 4.2 is a full field axial surface strain image series for a tensile test on a specimen with a centrally located node. Note that the images are again evenly distributed over the test from a temporal standpoint. The tensile test with a node begins to show high localized strain developing early in the test. In this case, the high strain develops in the near vicinity of the node, which is expected. As the test approaches failure, the localized strain increases to approximately 20% in the region
neighboring the node and the specimen fails at that location. Global strain on the rest of the specimen ranges between 3%-5% at failure. All other specimens that contained nodes failed with a similar pattern of strain distribution.

![Axial Surface Strains for a Tensile Specimen with a Node](image)

**Figure 4.2: Axial Surface Strains for a Tensile Specimen with a Node**

To show the correlation of test data across the different specimen types, all tensile specimen tests for a given temperature are shown on one graph. Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4, and Figure 4.5 depict the stress strain curves for room temperature, 165 °C, and 200 °C tests, respectively. Note that seventeen tensile tests were completed at room temperature, twelve tensile tests were completed at 165 °C, and twelve tensile tests were completed at 200 °C. The stress and strain scales are the same for the three graphs to help underscore changes in material response across temperatures. Although there is some scatter, a reasonable specimen-to-specimen correlation is shown in the stress-strain curves.
Figure 4.3: Stress-Strain Curves for Seventeen Ti-6-4 Tensile Tests at Room Temp

Figure 4.4: Stress-Strain Curves for Twelve Ti-6-4 Tensile Tests at 165 °C
Figure 4.5: Stress-Strain Curves for Twelve Ti-6-4 Tensile Tests at 200 °C

Tensile test specimens failed in one of four modes and are shown in Figure 4.6 through Figure 4.9.

1) In the gage section where failure is intended

Figure 4.6: Tensile Failure in the Gage Section
2) Failure at a surface imperfection

![Image of surface imperfection failure]

**Figure 4.7: Tensile Failure at Surface Imperfection**

3) A pullout failure in the grip

![Image of pullout failure in the grip]

**Figure 4.8: Tensile Failure by Pullout in the Grip**

4) Failure at a node

![Image of node failure]

**Figure 4.9: Tensile Failure at a Node**
Bar charts are provided that show a comparison of the data generated in this project to data published commercially for Ti-6-4. The material properties of cast and HIPed Ti-6-4 are not readily available for elevated temperatures. Material property data at elevated temperature for annealed Ti-6-4 were utilized for comparison purposes. The annealed Ti-6-4 material properties were obtained from information provided by Allegheny Technologies, Incorporated (40). Cast and HIPed room temperature Ti-6-4 data was obtained from the Material Properties Handbook for titanium alloys (41). An assumption was made that cast and HIPed Ti-6-4 data will exhibit the same trends as annealed Ti-6-4 material data (i.e., a decrease in stiffness and strength with an increase in temperature). With commercial data available for annealed Ti-6-4 at room temperature, 165 °C, and 200 °C, a percent change was calculated for each material property listed (i.e., elastic modulus, yield strength, etc) between each temperature. These percent changes, along with the room temperature properties of cast and HIPed Ti-6-4, were used to establish cast and HIPed properties for 165 °C and 200 °C.

Figure 4.10 through Figure 4.15 show the tensile mechanical properties (i.e., elastic modulus, tensile yield strength, tensile ultimate strength, Poisson’s ratio, percent elongation, and percent area reduction) for the Ti-6-4 test specimens. For each test temperature, data associated with the four test specimen orientations (TL, TS, VL, and VS) are presented first. The fifth bar in each group represents the estimated cast properties of commercially available Ti-6-4. The final bar in each group represents the averaged properties of the four specimen orientations. Note that while each bar chart ideally contains six bars of data at each test temperature, in some instances the data is
completely missing. The reason for the missing data, e.g., yield stress for test specimens designated Ti_VL at room temperature, is that the specimens failed in the grip. Failures in the grip do not produce information regarding material behavior beyond the elastic portion of the curve. The data from grip failures are not included in the yield stress, ultimate strength, elongation, or percent area reduction calculations.

The error bars in each figure visually quantify scatter present in the test data. The elastic modulus (Figure 4.10) values deviate from commercially available data by approximately 3.3% at room temperature up to approximately 7.3% at 200 °C. The panels tested for this project show lower yield stress (Figure 4.11) and ultimate strength (Figure 4.12) by as much as 15% and 10%, respectively, from the commercially available data. The expected trend of a decrease in modulus, yield stress, and ultimate strength with an increase in temperature is captured in the data. The Poisson’s ratio (Figure 4.13) of the test specimens is within the expected range (red shaded region) of commercially available data. There is a great deal of scatter in the percent elongation (Figure 4.14) test data, and the data generally trends lower than the commercially available data. The percent area reduction (Figure 4.15) of the test specimens contains scatter due to the nonuniform and imperfect castings. However, the percent area reduction trends higher than the commercially available data. Note that specimen orientation does little to affect the cast material properties at any test temperature.
Figure 4.10: Ti-6-4 Tensile Elastic Modulus

Figure 4.11: Ti-6-4 Tensile Yield Stress
Figure 4.12: Ti-6-4 Tensile Ultimate Strength

Figure 4.13: Ti-6-4 Tensile Poisson's Ratio
Figure 4.14: Ti-6-4 Tensile Percent Elongation

Figure 4.15: Ti-6-4 Tensile Percent Area Reduction
4.3 Ti-6-4 Compression Testing

Compression tests were conducted under displacement control at 0.0001 in/s and in load control at 20.5 lbf/s. Assuming a linear elastic response, prior knowledge of the Young’s modulus of the material and the specimen geometry, these rates approximate a strain rate of $10^{-4}$ in/in/s. The rates for displacement and load control were used to verify that the control mode does not affect results. The crosshead displacement rate of the compression tests were an order of magnitude slower than the crosshead displacement rate of the tension tests in order to apply the same strain rate across all Ti-6-4 tests. Tests were conducted at room temperature, 165 °C, and 200 °C. The lattice block structure core contained no points of reference in order to label the locations of compression test specimens prior to machining. Having determined that there was no specimen orientation effects from tension testing, the compression specimens were randomly selected from the remaining lattice block structure inner core and tested.

Lubrication of the ends of compression specimens was an issue. Through friction, specimens become relatively fixed to the load platens during testing when no lubrication is provided. Compression tests should be conducted with pin-pin end conditions in order to use the Euler buckling formula in a straightforward manner. Without lubrication, a cylindrical test specimen is not allowed to expand radially, producing end conditions that are intermediate to pin-pin and fixed-fixed. This will invalidate the data. Compression tests were conducted with the ends of the test
specimens treated with boron nitride lubrication or alternatively with a graphite film. Tests conducted with both end conditions were monitored with optical extensometry in order to determine which lubrication procedure was superior. The test specimens treated with boron nitride showed no difference in results from a non-lubricated test. The graphite film was found to be difficult to apply to the specimens because of their small size. In addition, applying the graphite film on the specimens for high temperature tests proved more difficult because the circulating air in the furnace blew the graphite film off the specimens before a small preload could be applied to the specimens. After evaluating the comparative results it was decided that testing with no lubrication provided acceptable pin-pin end conditions.

The data from the compression tests was used to extract information relative to the elastic modulus, yield stress, and Poisson’s ratio in a manner consistent with the tensile tests. Compression test data were first averaged by individual panel to determine if panel processing affects material properties. All data for a particular temperature range was then averaged. The data from Table IV shows that, within acceptable scatter, there is no observable material property difference between the panels. In addition, control mode did not affect the results of the data.

---

10 An expanded table of compression test data is provided in Appendix D
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room Temp</th>
<th>Tested Specimens</th>
<th>Modulus (psi)</th>
<th>Modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Yield Stress (psi)</th>
<th>Yield Stress (MPa)</th>
<th>Poisson’s Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P13 Avg</td>
<td>14,615,648</td>
<td>100.77</td>
<td>-125,263.25</td>
<td>-863.88</td>
<td>0.335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P13 St. Dev</td>
<td>3,517,748</td>
<td>24.25</td>
<td>5,252.22</td>
<td>36.22</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P13 CV</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165 C</td>
<td>P6 Avg</td>
<td>16,444,447</td>
<td>113.88</td>
<td>-127,084.21</td>
<td>-876.44</td>
<td>0.311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P6 St. Dev</td>
<td>745,549</td>
<td>5.14</td>
<td>12,890.24</td>
<td>88.90</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P6 CV</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>16,404,047</td>
<td>113.10</td>
<td>-126,109.02</td>
<td>-869.72</td>
<td>0.331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>St. Dev</td>
<td>606,657</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>7,084.04</td>
<td>48.86</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CV</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 C</td>
<td>P13 Avg</td>
<td>15,630,877</td>
<td>107.77</td>
<td>-99,024.96</td>
<td>-682.93</td>
<td>0.342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P13 St. Dev</td>
<td>1,120,538</td>
<td>7.73</td>
<td>7,350.27</td>
<td>50.69</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P13 CV</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P6 Avg</td>
<td>13,160,680</td>
<td>90.74</td>
<td>-95,398.78</td>
<td>-657.92</td>
<td>0.334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P6 St. Dev</td>
<td>3,274,053</td>
<td>22.57</td>
<td>5,664.86</td>
<td>39.07</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P6 CV</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>15,850,384</td>
<td>109.28</td>
<td>-97,574.49</td>
<td>-672.93</td>
<td>0.339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>St. Dev</td>
<td>929,718</td>
<td>6.41</td>
<td>6,243.45</td>
<td>43.06</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CV</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>15,561,368</td>
<td>86.61</td>
<td>-93,101.36</td>
<td>-642.08</td>
<td>0.343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>St. Dev</td>
<td>4,319,441</td>
<td>29.78</td>
<td>2,686.63</td>
<td>18.53</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CV</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.050</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Compression specimens did not deform as expected. This is evident in Figure 4.16 where the axial compression surface strain is presented for a typical compression specimen. Compression specimens typically deformed with horizontal bands of localized strain. In Figure 4.16, the images are evenly spaced at different points through the test. The strain scale is the same for all images, and the load direction is vertical with the top of each image corresponding to the rigid side of the test frame. It is evident that compression strain is not uniform through the specimen at any point in the test. The top of the specimen is undergoing very little compressive strain during the test while the bottom of the specimen experiences over 25% axial strain at the end of the test. This banding of the compression strain suggests that the specimen is collapsing locally. If this occurs non uniformly around the specimen then a bending failure in the specimen at the local collapse initiates. An in-depth discussion on compression specimen bending is presented in the final chapter.
Figure 4.16: Axial Surface Strains for a Ti-6-4 Compression Specimen
Stress-strain curves for the compression tests are grouped by test temperature in Figure 4.17, Figure 4.18, and Figure 4.19. As with the tensile curves, the scales are the same across different test temperatures so material properties and their temperature dependence can be easily observed. Note that eight compression tests were completed at room temperature, five compression tests were completed at 165 °C, and five compression tests were completed at 200 °C. The curves depicted in these figures follow the general trends of commercial Ti-6-4 data. The final chapter will discuss possible causes for the scatter observed.

Figure 4.17: Stress-Strain Curves for Eight Ti-6-4 Compression Tests at Room Temp
Figure 4.18: Stress-Strain Curves for Five Ti-6-4 Compression Tests at 165 °C

Figure 4.19: Stress-Strain Curves for Five Ti-6-4 Compression Tests at 200 °C

The Ti-6-4 specimens tested in compression deformed or failed in one of three modes: bending, shear, or displacement run-out. Specimens that bent during the test
typically bent at a stress level beyond the material yield stress. Shear failures resulted in the specimen undergoing a large displacement before splitting in half on an angle. A displacement run-out test is defined as a failure where no bending or shear occurred, but the specimen “barreled” in some instances. These tests were discontinued after a displacement level well past yield had been reached. Figure 4.20 contains four compression specimens. An untested specimen is on the far left, a bending failure second from left, a shear failure second from the right, and a displacement run-out specimen is on the right.

![Figure 4.20: Failure Modes of Ti-6-4 Compression Specimens](image)

Figure 4.21, Figure 4.22, and Figure 4.23 compare the compression test data with estimated cast Ti-6-4 material properties. As with the tensile comparison, compressive test data is compared against temperature interpolated test data for cast and HIPed Ti-6-4. Annealed Ti-6-4 material properties were obtained from an Allegheny Technologies, Incorporated technical data sheet (40) with cast and HIPed room temperature data provided by the Material Properties Handbook for titanium alloys (41).
The elastic modulus, shown in Figure 4.21, compares well to published data at room temperature and 165 °C with deviations from expected values of 0.58% and 1.94% respectively. The elastic modulus at 200 °C is considerably lower than published data because two specimens that skew the data (Appendix D.3). The yield stress, shown in Figure 4.22, compares reasonably well with published data. Deviations of 2.99%, 3.81%, and 5.50% for room temperature, 165 °C and 200 °C, respectively, are shown. The shaded region of Figure 4.23 indicates that the Poisson’s ratio for the tested specimens falls within the expected values for Ti-6-4.

Figure 4.21: Ti-6-4 Compressive Elastic Modulus
Figure 4.22: Ti-6-4 Compressive Yield Stress

Figure 4.23: Ti-6-4 Compressive Poisson’s Ratio
4.4 Comparisons of Ti-6-4 Using Tension and Compression Data

In this section, comparisons are made between the elastic modulus, yield stress, and Poisson’s ratio across the tension and compression data. The expectation is that these values should be the same. Figure 4.24 through Figure 4.26 depict bar charts showing the values from tension and compression tests with error bars. The charts indicate that while the tensile properties do appear to be lower in most cases, the scatter in the data is large enough to conclude there is no difference between the information from either test regime.

![Figure 4.24: Comparison of the Elastic Modulus for Ti-6-4 Tension and Compression Tests](image)
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Figure 4.25: Comparison of the Yield Stress for Ti-6-4 Tension and Compression Tests

Figure 4.26: Comparison of the Poisson's Ratio for Ti-6-4 Tension and Compression Tests
4.5 Metallographic Evaluation of Ti-6-4

After mechanical testing was completed the test specimens were cut, mounted in resin, polished, and etched before being subjected to a metallographic evaluation. The specimens investigated included node specimens, end cross section views of the subelements, and horizontal cross sectional views of the subelements. These views are depicted in Figure 4.27a, b, and c, respectively. The grain size of the specimens were, on average, 0.2 inch (5.1 mm). Data published by Eylon and Newman in (42) indicates that expected grain sizes for cast and HIPed Ti-6-4 are 0.02 inch to 0.2 inch (0.51 mm to 5.1 mm). Node specimens contained 22-25 grains per cross section, subelement end cross sections contained 7-10 grains per cross section, and subelement horizontal cross sections contained 6-8 grains per cross section as viewed vertically in Figure 4.27c. With the grain sizes of specimens from this project falling into reasonable agreement with published data, the casting process used to make the Ti-6-4 lattice block structure did not produce material microstructures that adversely affected the test results. Some inclusions were present in the material that are most likely carbon deposits. Inclusions from the casting process are not considered uncommon. Figure 4.28a shows the typical microstructure of the Ti-6-4 specimens for this project and Figure 4.28b shows an example of an inclusion in the material.
It was first presumed that the ligaments and legs had somewhat circular cross sections. However, after preparing specimens for metallographic evaluation a number of the ligaments and legs exhibited a pronounced teardrop cross section (Figure 4.27b). All facesheet specimens exhibited a non-circular shape to a varying degree. The compression specimens removed from the inner core of the lattice block structure did
not show a teardrop shape but were commonly more elliptical than circular. Since panels from the lattice block structures tested in this effort were investment cast, the shape of the wax rapid prototype determines the shape of the casting and the result here is non-circular specimens.

Along with optical evaluation of the material, a chemical analysis\textsuperscript{11} was performed on specimens from each test panel. The averaged values from the chemical analysis and values for annealed aerospace grade Ti-6-4 from an SAE\textsuperscript{12} Aerospace Materials Specifications publication (43) are shown in Table V for comparison purposes. Material compositions were not found for cast and HIPed Ti-6-4 in order to make a comparison with those materials. The values from the test specimens fall within the tabulated value ranges found in the literature.

\textbf{Table V: Ti-6-4 Chemical Analysis Results}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Average Test Specimen Weight Percent</th>
<th>ASM\textsuperscript{13} Minimum Weight Percent</th>
<th>ASM Maximum Weight Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>6.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>Trace</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td>Trace</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>Trace</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>Trace</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>Balance</td>
<td>Balance</td>
<td>Balance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{11} All chemical analysis performed by Dereck Johnson, NASA GRC
\textsuperscript{12} Society of Automotive Engineers
\textsuperscript{13} American Society for Metals
CHAPTER V

COMPARISON TESTING: NiTi SHAPE MEMORY ALLOY

5.1 Introduction

The results of the NiTi testing are presented in this chapter. The chapter begins with a description of the panel nomenclature followed by the nondestructive evaluation results. The problems encountered during testing are described as well as the results from mechanical testing on the NiTi specimens. The chapter concludes with results from the metallographic and chemical evaluation.

Transition 45 Incorporated cast four NiTi lattice block panels with one panel available for subelement tension and compression testing. The other three panels were utilized in full-scale compression tests that are not reported on here. The panel acquired for this subelement testing was used for validation of the test frame, tension and compression testing, chemical analysis, and for destructive metallographic analysis.
after testing was complete. Table VI gives information for the panel used for this testing.

\[\text{Table VI: NiTi Lattice Block Structure Panel Designation}\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Manufacturer Serial Number</th>
<th>Nominal Size (in)</th>
<th>Final Processing</th>
<th>Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Heat 1131 S/N 2-2 NiTi</td>
<td>3x3</td>
<td>Abrasive Blasted</td>
<td>Test Frame Validation Tension/Compression Specimens Metallographic Evaluation Chemical Evaluation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The four NiTi panels are representative of the first NiTi lattice block panels fabricated using investment casting. Investment cast Ti-6-4 panels were highly flawed when they were first introduced. The casting process has improved to where Ti-6-4 panels are now manufactured in a relatively defect free state. There is every reason to believe that a similar trend will hold for NiTi lattice block structures.

One could easily discern that the NiTi lattice block structure panel tested was in poor condition after a simple visual inspection. However, it should be noted that there were good surface fill throughout the panel with no HIP sinks or open pores on the surface. The most significant defect were multiple cracks at the nodes (Figure 5.1). There are three mechanisms that promote cracking. First, significant stress develops as the material cools and contracts in the casting. Second, voids found at the node reduce the cross sectional area of the node and lead to higher stresses. Voids at nodes located
in the lattice block structure quickly became evident when the facesheets were removed (Figure 5.2). The voids were most likely caused by an insufficient number of risers feeding melt to the casting such that the mold was not properly filled as the molten material cooled (27). Cracks emanating from the void are clearly visible in Figure 5.2. Third, the panel material was found to be very brittle. Equiatomic NiTi is known for being able to elongate several percent strain and then recover. However, specimens cut from the panel easily snapped in half by hand. A metallographic and chemical analysis (discussed later) revealed a deleterious material phase that gave rise to this the brittle behavior. The panel manufacturer was aware of these defects and were adjusting their casting technique when the panels were delivered. Because of time constraints placed on the NASA SBIR project, the flawed panels were delivered while the manufacturer continued to improve their casting process. Due to the time constraints, defect maps were not provided.

![Crack](image)

**Figure 5.1: Typical NiTi Lattice Block Structure node cracks**
5.2 NiTi Tensile Tests

Tensile testing was hampered by the brittleness of the material. Only six tensile specimens could be cut from the one available panel. As specimens were being cut from the panel using EDM one specimen broke. Another specimen snapped in half during the sample preparation process. A third sample crumbled in the test fixture at low load. For these reasons, quality tensile data associated with the NiTi panels cannot be reported on here.

5.3 NiTi Compression Tests

Compression tests were conducted on the brittle specimens. After the tensile tests failed to produce data, expectations moderated and the intent for the
compression tests was to exercise the test protocols in a proof of concept exercise for future efforts when higher quality NiTi castings are available. Several compression tests were completed at room temperature, 165 °C, and 200 °C under load control. A load rate of 7.5 lbf/s was chose to approximate a strain rate of $10^{-4}$ in/in/s in the elastic region of the NiTi material. All specimens were tested without end lubrication for the reasons described in the Ti-6-4 compression testing. Before conducting a compression test, all specimens were heated in an oven at 428 °F (220 °C) for 15 minutes, allowed to cool to room temperature, and heated to 428 °F for another 15 minutes to relieve internal stresses.

Figure 5.3 is a generic representation of a NiTi stress-strain curve when the material is below the austenite finish temperature. For NiTi compression testing below the austenite finish temperature, material properties of interest include what is referred to in the literature as the “apparent” elastic modulus, the stress at the onset of reorientation/ detwinning, and the stress when reorientation/ detwinning is complete. The apparent elastic modulus value is calculated by a trendline fit to the lower linear portion of the curve before the onset of the material reorientation. The stress at the onset of reorientation and detwinning ($\sigma_{rs}$ in Figure 5.3) is the stress value at the intersection of the apparent elastic modulus trendline and a trendline corresponding to the portion of the stress-strain curve where the reorientation is occurring. Finally, the stress at the finish of the reorientation and detwinning ($\sigma_{rf}$ in Figure 5.3) is the stress value where the aforementioned sloped line intersects a trendline corresponding to the stress-strain curve after reorientation is complete. The material region identified as
“complex” is not well understood and an explanation of the material behavior in this region is beyond the scope of this project.

Figure 5.3: Generic NiTi Compression Stress-Strain Curve Below the Austenite Finish Temperature

Figure 5.4 is a generic representation of a compression stress-strain curve for NiTi when testing is conducted above the austenite finish temperature of the material. Properties obtained from this graph include the apparent elastic modulus and the onset of material reorientation/ detwinning stress. The apparent elastic modulus is obtained from a trendline fit to the lower linear portion of the stress-strain curve. The stress at the onset of material reorientation (\(\sigma_{rs}\) in Figure 5.4) is obtained as the stress value at the intersection of a 0.2% offset trendline to the apparent modulus and the test data.
Figure 5.5 represents the axial surface strain for a typical NiTi compression specimen at various stages of the test. The axial surface strain on a typical NiTi specimen at the end of the test ranges from 18%-25%. This trend is consistent with all of the NiTi specimens tested here. In comparison, the surface strain on a typical Ti-6-4 compression specimen (Figure 4.16) ranges between 0%-25% at the end of the test. NiTi compression specimens have a much smoother surface finish and a more consistently circular cross section compared to the Ti-6-4 specimens, which can explain the tighter range of surface strains for NiTi.
Figure 5.5: Axial Surface Strains for a Typical NiTi Compression Specimen
The data from NiTi compression tests contained scatter which is evident in the stress-strain curves depicted in Figure 5.6 through Figure 5.8. All of the data provided here are based on “true” values computed using equations 4.1 and 4.2. Note that the stress and strain scales are the same in each figure to allow for a visual comparison across the three test temperatures. Compression specimens with stress-strain curves completely to the right (i.e., a higher strain value for every stress value compared to other specimens) is an indication of the compression specimens bending early in the test. Here, five compression tests were completed at room temperature, four compression tests were completed at 165 °C, and five compression tests were completed at 200 °C.

Figure 5.6: Stress-Strain Curves for Five NiTi Compression Tests at Room Temperature
Figure 5.7: Stress-Strain Curves for Four NiTi Compression Tests at 165 °C

Figure 5.8: Stress-Strain Curves for Five NiTi Compression Tests at 200 °C
There is a substantial amount of tensile data available for equiatomic NiTi but very little for compression, and elevated temperature data is nearly nonexistent. NiTi does not have the same material properties in tension and compression, as a conventional material (i.e., Ti-6-4) does. Averaged mechanical properties for room temperature, 165 °C, and 200 °C were calculated and the results are tabulated in Table VII.\(^\text{14}\) Compression test data completed previously by other researchers at NASA Glenn on extruded equiatomic NiTi at room temperature were obtained (44). This data contained complete numeric data sets at room temperature that were evaluated and compared with test data gathered during this project. The comparison is shown in Figure 5.9. The red curves (well-machined extruded specimens) from previous NASA testing show three room temperature NiTi compression tests that are virtually identical with no observable scatter. The grey curves (as-cast specimens) are room temperature NiTi compression tests from this testing effort with a large amount of scatter. This figure illustrates the repeatability of well-machined versus as-cast specimens.

\(^{14}\) An expanded table of NiTi compression data is provided in Appendix D.4
Table VII: Averaged Mechanical Properties from Current NiTi Compression Tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Poisson’s Ratio</th>
<th>Apparent Modulus (psi)</th>
<th>Apparent Modulus (Gpa)</th>
<th>Reorientation Start (psi)</th>
<th>Reorientation Start (Mpa)</th>
<th>Reorientation Finish (psi)</th>
<th>Reorientation Finish (Mpa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Room Temp</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.350</td>
<td>4,068,444</td>
<td>28.05</td>
<td>-36,127.75</td>
<td>-249.16</td>
<td>-68,000.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>St. Dev</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>974,209</td>
<td>6.72</td>
<td>3,370.85</td>
<td>23.25</td>
<td>2,844.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CV</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165°C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.351</td>
<td>7,398,283</td>
<td>51.01</td>
<td>-68,747.78</td>
<td>-474.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>St. Dev</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>3,700,748</td>
<td>25.52</td>
<td>10,258.76</td>
<td>70.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CV</td>
<td>0.280</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200°C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.346</td>
<td>7,102,390</td>
<td>48.97</td>
<td>-81,787.56</td>
<td>-564.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>St. Dev</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>3,155,391</td>
<td>21.76</td>
<td>9,179.92</td>
<td>63.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CV</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.9: Room Temperature Stress-Strain Curves for Current and Previous NASA NiTi Compression Tests

The NiTi compression specimens failed in one of two modes, i.e., bending or barrelling. Figure 5.10 illustrates an undeformed specimen on the left, a bent specimen
in the middle, and a barrel failure on the right. Bending failures were very common and as explained in the previous chapter, are most are likely because of the non-uniform material surface.

![Figure 5.10: Failure Modes of NiTi Compression Specimens](image)

Bar charts shown in Figure 5.11 through Figure 5.14 provide a comparison of current room temperature test data for the as-cast NiTi in this project with previous room temperature data for extruded equiatomic NiTi compression specimens. In addition, these figures provide error bars for mechanical properties at room temperature and elevated temperature. For room temperature, the bar charts indicate that the apparent elastic modulus from test specimens in this project is approximately 22% lower than the modulus from the extruded material. The discrepancy can be attributed to the scatter in the data as indicated by the error bars on the chart. The reorientation stresses from the project test data are consistently higher than the extruded data with start and finish stresses 3.5% and 12% higher on average, respectively. Note that the apparent reorientation finish stress chart only reports room temperature data. As a reminder, this is because the apparent reorientation finish
stress is only applicable below the material’s austenite finish temperature. The Poisson’s ratio is consistent between all temperature ranges of current testing with no data available from the previous NASA testing for comparison. No elevated temperature data was available for comparison to the current test data.

Figure 5.11: NiTi Compressive Apparent Elastic Modulus

Figure 5.12: NiTi Compressive Apparent Reorientation Start Stress
Figure 5.13: NiTi Compressive Apparent Reorientation Finish Stress

Figure 5.14: NiTi Poisson's Ratio

Finally, a test was conducted to determine whether the cast NiTi specimens retained the deformation recovery abilities of commercially available NiTi. To complete
this test, a previously compressed specimen was placed in the hot air furnace at 200 °C and the axial surface strain was measured for the next few minutes. The test revealed that the material was able to recover 3%-5% of its compressive strain, which is lower than literature suggests, but demonstrates that the poorly cast material still retained some ability to recover deformation.

5.4 Metallographic Evaluation of NiTi

To determine the cause of the specimens’ brittleness NiTi specimens were mounted, polished, imaged, and etched for metallographic analyses. Nodes cut from the lattice block structure, end cross sectional views of subelements, and horizontal cross sections of subelements were randomly cut from the NiTi test panel and are shown in Figure 5.15a, b, and c respectively. It can be observed from these unetched images that the node in Figure 5.15a contains cracks and a void, which has been discussed previously. The specimen in Figure 5.15b appears to contain no macro-level defects while the specimen in Figure 5.15c contains cracks.
The results from optical imaging of the etched node (Figure 5.16) showed that the grains were distributed evenly across the specimen and appeared similar to that of an as-extruded equiatomic NiTi specimen section (Figure 5.17). The end cross section of the subelement shown in Figure 5.18 showed large grains in the center of the specimen with other grains appearing to radiate from the center towards the outside edge of the specimen. The horizontal cross section of Figure 5.19 showed smaller grains in the center, becoming larger as they approach the outside of the specimen.
Figure 5.16: Optical Image of Etched NiTi Node Specimen

Figure 5.17: Cross Section of Etched As-Extruded NiTi

Figure 5.18: Optical Image of Etched NiTi End Cross Sectional View

15 Image courtesy of Anita Garg, NASA GRC
While images from the optical scope afforded a macroscopic view of the NiTi grains, a scanning electron microscope\textsuperscript{16} (SEM\textsuperscript{17}) provided a view of the microstructure of the material at higher resolutions. With the SEM, specimens were found to contain precipitates of Ti$_2$Ni located mostly at the grain boundaries (Figure 5.20). Ti$_2$Ni precipitates are a deleterious material phase that promotes brittleness in equiatomic NiTi. As expected, the SEM also captured the room temperature martensite twin within the material grains, which is visible in Figure 5.20. As previously discussed, many of the NiTi specimens contained cracks and the SEM revealed that the cracks occurred along the grain boundaries (Figure 5.21). This is not unexpected since the precipitates that lead to brittleness were found in high concentration along the grain boundaries.

\textsuperscript{16} All SEM images courtesy of Anita Garg, NASA GRC
\textsuperscript{17} See Appendix A.6 for more information on Scanning Electron Microscopes
Figure 5.20: SEM Image of a Typical NiTi Test Specimen

Figure 5.21: SEM Image of a Typical NiTi Test Specimen with a Crack at the Grain Boundary
A chemical analysis\textsuperscript{18} was performed on NiTi specimens cut from the test panel used for all subelement testing. The values for the cast NiTi used in this study are compared against ASTM specifications for wrought medical grade NiTi (45) and are shown in Table VIII. Wrought NiTi as opposed to cast NiTi is used as a basis for chemical composition comparison because it was the only equiatomic NiTi with chemical properties available at the time of this writing. As a reminder, the descriptor equiatomic denotes that the chemical composition has an equal atomic percentage of nickel and titanium. This is equivalent to a weight percent of 55% nickel and 45% titanium. The values from test specimens in this project show that the material composition is slightly titanium rich, which is supported by the prevalence of the Ti\textsubscript{2}Ni precipitate found along the grain boundaries during the SEM evaluation. The remaining element weight percents show that the test panel casting was within specification for NiTi shape memory alloys.

\begin{table}
\centering
\caption{NiTi Chemical Analysis Results}
\begin{tabular}{|l|c|c|}
\hline
Element & Average Test Specimen Weight % & ASTM maximum Weight % \\
\hline
Ni & 54.2 & 54.5 to 57.0 \\
C & 0.003 & 0.050 \\
N+O & 0.045 & 0.050 \\
Ti & 45.8 & balance \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{18} All chemical analysis performed by Dereck Johnson, NASA GRC
CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

6.1 Summary

Lattice block structures are lightweight three-dimensional components that can be cast into numerous complex shapes with integral attachment points depending on the application at hand. Lattice block structural components can be fabricated from shape memory alloys that have an ability to change shape either automatically under ambient conditions, or passively from an induced temperature or mechanical stress. Morphing an aircraft airfoil is an example of making good use of these unique shape altering properties. In addition, shape memory alloy lattice block structures have very large energy absorption characteristics. This aspect allows consideration of shape memory alloy lattice block structures for use as a containment device in aircraft engine cases. In order for this type of structural component to reach its full potential, test protocols must be established and exercised on components fabricated with shape memory alloys. This was the primary objective of this thesis. However, tests conducted
here on shape memory alloy lattice block structures produced mixed results. Obtaining consistent shape memory alloy data is highly dependent on the quality of the fabricated material. However, this effort demonstrated how to test as-cast specimens. For comparison, Ti-6-4 lattice block structures were also tested. Testing specimens from Ti-6-4 panels demonstrated minimal panel-to-panel variation. The data obtained from the Ti-6-4 panels exhibited no in-panel orientation effects. This phenomenon will be important in designing systems that utilize lattice block structural components.

The elastic modulus values of the Ti-6-4 specimens tested in tension were found to deviate from published values by 3.3% at room temperature and up to 7.3% at test temperatures of 200 °C. The Ti-6-4 specimens also exhibited lower yield stress and ultimate strengths by 15% and 10% respectively. Data relative to the elastic modulus, yield stress, and ultimate strength properties of the Ti-6-4 specimens decrease with an increase in test temperature. This trend was expected. The Poisson’s ratio of the tensile specimens fell in the broad range of expected values taken from literature. The Ti-6-4 specimens failed in different locations due to the non-uniform nature of the specimen surface. The scatter in tensile test data made it difficult to determine quality values for elongation and percent area reduction.

Surface irregularities caused premature bending in the Ti-6-4 compression tests. The non-uniform specimen surface promoted a local collapse mechanism that gave rise to specimen bending. In addition, a non-circular specimen cross section, as opposed to an expected circular one, likely contributed to a bending moment that further increased the chances of a specimen bending. Premature bending led to a relatively large amount
of scatter in the Ti-6-4 compression test data. Even with these difficulties, the elastic modulus, yield stress, and Poisson’s ratio aligned, on average, reasonably well with expected values from literature.

A metallographic analysis of random Ti-6-4 specimens found that the casting process had not adversely affected the grain size or distribution within the specimens. The analysis did show that the casting process had introduced a small amount of inclusions that were most likely carbon. A chemical analysis showed that the cast material was within commercial specifications for Ti-6-4 alloy.

Because of the extreme brittleness of the NiTi material, tension tests could not be completed. A series of compression tests on specimens cut from the core of the NiTi lattice block structure were completed at room temperature, 165°C and 200°C. Results exhibited a large amount of scatter in the data. As with Ti-6-4, scatter from compression tests can be attributed to surface irregularities and an oval cross section that lead to premature bending during testing. Furthermore, the precipitates from the casting process lead to specimen brittleness and data scatter. A comparison of room temperature NiTi data obtained from this project was made with other NASA compression testing on extruded NiTi. NiTi test specimens obtained from the lattice block structure showed, on average, a 22% lower apparent elastic modulus compared with the extruded material. The cast NiTi material exhibited reorientation start and finish stresses that were 3.5% and 12% higher, respectively, compared to the extruded material properties. With no point of comparison for the elevated temperature data, the data can only be reported as nominal averaged values. The average apparent elastic
modulus was 7.4 Msi (51 GPa) and 7.1 Msi (49 GPa) for the 165 °C and 200 °C testing. The average reorientation start stress was 66 ksi (455 MPa) and 82 ksi (565 MPa) for the 165 °C and 200 °C compression tests.

Several specimens exhibited cracks in a macroscopic evaluation of the specimens. The cast NiTi specimens removed from node regions contained voids as well as cracks from the casting process. A microscopic metallographic analysis showed grain sizes and grain orientations consistent with as-extruded equiatomic NiTi for most specimens. The node specimens contained grains similar to as-extruded NiTi. Specimens cut longitudinally showed large grains on the outside that became smaller towards the center of the specimen. This is not unusual for cast NiTi. End cross sectional views of strut specimens showed relatively large grains that extended radially from the center of the specimen toward the outside edge. A scanning electron microscope evaluation confirmed that the material brittleness was the result of a Ti$_2$Ni precipitate that appeared along the material grain boundaries. A chemical analysis showed a slightly titanium rich composition, supporting the finding of Ti$_2$Ni precipitate under the scanning electron microscope inspection.

6.2 Remarks on Ti-6-4 Tension Testing

The primary sources contributing to scatter in the Ti-6-4 tension test data are as follows: non-uniform cross sections from the casting process, machining nicks, and the
“V” (vertically oriented) specimens slipping in the grips. Due to the non-uniform nature of the specimens resulting from the casting process, the measured cross sectional area is not uniform along the length of the specimen. A local thick or thin region on the specimen surface can cause failure to migrate to a location where the cross section was not measured. A major and minor diameter was measured for each specimen and those values were averaged and used for the cross sectional area calculations.

Nicks from grinding and the inability to polish specimens to remove the nicks was a source of scatter in the data. An example of a typical nick is shown in Figure 6.1. For the specimens to fit tightly into the grips it was necessary to cut specimens from the panels with very little extraneous material in the grip region. Figure 6.2, left image, and Figure 6.3 show a transverse specimen. Figure 6.3 is annotated to show the different leg orientations of the transverse specimen. The 45° internal leg must be removed in order to fit the specimen in the fixture. Removal of the leg without nicking the surrounding areas of the specimen posed a challenge. The internal 45° leg was removed first via electrical discharge machining to within 0.025 inch (0.64 mm) from the edge of the specimen gage section. The specimen was then carefully ground to fit in the fixture. This procedure worked well for most specimens. However, nicks from the grinding process occurred in a small number of specimens and these artificially introduced defects leading to premature failure. The external 45° leg (Figure 6.3) on transverse test specimens also required removal to fit in the fixture. The fixture was designed to allow for, at most, 0.050 inch (1.27 mm) of the external leg material to remain. Note that the pictured transverse specimen has an untrimmed node in the gage region. All specimens
tested had this extraneous material removed. The vertical specimens as shown in the right image of Figure 6.2, as well as Figure 6.4, were less troublesome to prepare for testing. Figure 6.4 is annotated to show the leg orientations of the vertical specimens. To fit in the fixture, the vertical specimens did require the removal of the extraneous axial leg which is identified in Figure 6.4. The fixture was designed to accommodate no more than 0.050 inch of the remaining axial leg. Few machining defects were generated in the preparation of vertical test specimens.

![Tensile Specimen with Machining Nick](image)

*Figure 6.1: Tensile Specimen with Machining Nick*
Figure 6.2: Transverse (Left) and Vertical (Right) Specimens in Fixture

Figure 6.3: Transverse Specimen Before Final Trimming

Figure 6.4: Vertical Specimen Before Final Trimming
While the preparation of vertical (V) test specimens did not give rise to machining defects, pre-test inspections indicated that all specimens did not have consistent dimensions, especially the diameter of the cross section. Because of this, the fixture was designed to accommodate varying dimensions. Even with this flexibility, several vertical specimens did not fit well within the fixture. The portion of the test specimen gripped by the test fixture was wrapped in aluminum foil with the goal of eliminating a loose fit. This did not stabilize the specimens. As vertical test specimens were loaded they failed in the grips from a gap created between the specimen and the insert (see right image of Figure 6.2). The insert was no longer in contact with the specimen legs and the legs were bent down until a stable configuration was obtained. The test fixture did not generate the distributed load shown in Figure 6.5 along the legs of the specimen in this situation. Due to the gaps between the test specimen and the test fixture, point loads depicted in Figure 6.6 were applied. When the force from the load train was transmitted to a single application point, it tended to produce a shear failure inside the grip. This type of failure is shown in Figure 6.6. These failure modes were not generated in transverse (T) specimens because their leg orientation and the fixture design sufficiently restrained the specimen. For transverse test specimens, test loads were evenly distributed along the arms as indicated in Figure 6.7.
Figure 6.5: Vertical Specimen Ideal Load Condition

Figure 6.6: Vertical Specimen after “Pullout” Failure

Figure 6.7: Transverse Specimen Ideal and Actual Load Condition
A number of bending failures occurred in compression tests. An ideal failure in compression occurs when the specimens expand uniformly in a radial direction. The non-circular cross sections of the compression test specimens proved problematic since they create inaccuracies in the computation of the cross sectional area of the specimen. Consistent with tension testing, a major and a minor diameter was measured for all compression test specimens. These values were then averaged to obtain a representative cross sectional area.

Initially the specimens were cut to a 2:1 height to diameter ratio. This is consistent with the applicable ASTM compression testing test standard (31). All compression test specimens were inspected to verify that the ends were parallel and the machine alignment was verified to be within specifications. However, during testing some specimens bent in random directions. The random nature of the bending patterns indicates that machine misalignment did not cause these types of failures. To mitigate failures by bending, compression specimens were fabricated to successively shorter lengths until repeatable tests were obtained. Shorter specimens will have higher end effects and this was investigated. Data from long compression specimens (those with a height to diameter ratio of 2:1) that had failed in bending past the yield point were compared to the data from shorter specimens. It was determined from the data that, within data scatter, that there was no appreciable effect on the modulus, yield stress, or
Poisson’s ratio with shorter test specimens. After several tests, a height to diameter ratio of 1.5:1 was selected to give acceptable results.

The full field strain measurements offered additional information on the premature bending failures. The texturing, shown in Figure 6.8, creates surface perturbations that promote regions of high stress, leading to local collapse in the specimens. Since the collapsing was not evenly distributed across the cross section, it allowed the specimen to bend locally initiating failure. A perfectly machined specimen will not produce this type of failure.

![Figure 6.8: Typical Surface Texturing of As-Cast Ti-6-4 Compression Specimens](image)

To prove that the surface irregularities were creating a perturbation that initiated bending failures, a small number of compression specimens were cut from oil-quenched tool steel round stock and the ends were ground parallel. The nominal dimensions of the specimens were 0.314 inch (7.97mm) in diameter and 0.500 inch (12.7mm) in height. The specimens were tested at an elastic strain rate of $10^{-4}$ in/in/s. This was consistent with the strain rate of the other compression tests conducted in this project. Figure 6.9 shows a significant difference in the surface strain variation between
the well-machined tool steel specimen (left images) and the as-cast Ti-6-4 test specimen (right images). Note that the images are evenly spaced through the respective tests and the strain scales are consistent for both image sets. The tool steel specimen at the end of the test had a maximum axial surface strain variation of approximately 2%, while the Ti-6-4 cast specimen varied by nearly the entire 10% scale. The comparison portrayed in the figure indicates that the surface irregularities of the cast specimens are leading to bending failure in the compression specimens.
Figure 6.9: Comparison of Axial Surface Strain for Well-Machined Tool Steel and As-Cast Ti-6-4 Specimens
When bending failures occurred early in a test, these test specimens dramatically lowered the elastic modulus. At 200 °C, 40% of the specimens experienced premature bending failures. Elevated temperature promotes increased ductility by lowering yield stresses leading to more bending failures then at the other test temperatures. Ideally, all compression specimens should fail by displacement run-out. If the bending failures are ignored, the difference in the elastic modulus from the compression data and published data reduces from 17% to 3% at the 200 °C test temperature.

6.4 Remarks on NiTi Tension Test

Tension tests could not be conducted on the NiTi tensile specimens. The material was too brittle due to problems with the casting process. Most specimens either broke while being prepared for testing or failed at unrealistically low load. Voids and cracks at nodes further reduced the strength of the specimens. Future improvements to the casting process should provide specimens that are better suited for testing. The shape memory alloy test specimens used for this test program were equiatomic but were actually slightly rich in titanium. As a result, a brittle dual phase region of NiTi and Ti$_2$Ni was present. The dual phase region was observed with a scanning electron microscope. Figure 6.10 is a phase diagram for NiTi that shows the equiatomic phase line where the material should have been for this project and the dual phase region of NiTi and Ti$_2$Ni, i.e., the material that was tested in this project. A minor
deviation from the equiatomic phase line will result in precipitates forming in the material. Changing to a nickel rich material composition would allow for reheating, heat treatment, and subsequent quenching of the material to eliminate precipitates (28). This would result in a more easily cast shape memory alloy lattice block structure. However, some of the shape memory properties, as well as the transformation temperatures, will diminish in a nickel-rich composition. With the current material composition, subsequent reheating will liquefy the material, but this will not remove the precipitates once cooled.

Figure 6.10: NiTi Phase Diagram (46)
6.5 NiTi Compression Testing

As with the Ti-6-4 specimens, a height to diameter ratio of 2:1 was initially adopted but was quickly reduced to eliminate bending failures at higher strain levels. The lengths of NiTi compression specimens were reduced to a length to diameter ratio of 1.15:1. This length was near the limit of the machining capabilities. Premature bending failures were still common at this ratio due to surface texturing (Figure 6.11) in addition to the non-circular cross section.

![Typical Surface Texture of As-Cast NiTi Compression Specimens](image)

Figure 6.11: Typical Surface Texture of As-Cast NiTi Compression Specimens

6.6 Conclusions and Future Efforts

Conducting tests on specimens obtained from an as-cast small structure is not straightforward. Even with the problems encountered, baseline data was obtained at three temperatures for as-cast Ti-6-4. This data was compared with as-cast NiTi used to fabricate lattice block structures. The data obtained has shown that the manufacturing of cast equiatomic NiTi lattice block structures is not currently of the same quality as Ti-
6-4 lattice block structures. The casting process for NiTi introduced precipitates into the material that made the normally very ductile material, very brittle. It was demonstrated here that even with the precipitates present, the material can retain some of its shape memory capabilities.

Unfortunately, the funding for this project was limited at the outset. Based on results presented in this thesis, future attention should be placed on lattice block structures cast from a different composition of NiTi. The data obtained from the new compositions should be compared with the data presented here. In addition, testing efforts should also focus on auxetic structures (i.e. structures with a design that exhibit a negative Poisson’s ratio)\(^\text{19}\) cast from Ti-6-4 and the new composition of NiTi. Adding this characteristic to lattice block structures can further increase their energy absorbing ability. Thermal cycling tests on Ti-6-4 and the new composition of NiTi should be conducted to augment the publically available mechanical properties database compiled for the materials. The goal should be the creation of a large enough database of material properties such that engineered components can be designed for a multitude of applications.

\(^{19}\) See Appendix A.7 for more information on auxetic structures
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APPENDIX A

EXTENDED DEFINITIONS

This appendix includes extended definitions for processes and terms that have been used or discussed throughout this thesis.

A.1 Hot Isostatic Pressing

Hot isostatic pressing is the process of optimizing near net shaped parts on a microstructural level (47). The process increases the density of metallic and ceramic materials by combining heat and pressure to a part in a furnace. Hot isostatic pressing will close material porosity and can be used on parts ranging from a few pounds up to several tons. The process can potentially save on material and machining costs (48).

A.2 Rapid Prototyping

Three dimensional printers allow a pattern to be “printed” in thin layers of wax or plastics. The process works by first having a designer create a 3D drawing of a part. Next, the file is sent to the printer where it begins laying down, and curing, thin layers of material, building the part from the bottom up or top down, depending on printer model. This process allows very intricate and high quality parts to be fabricated (49).
A.3 Injection Molding

Injection molding is a process for making low cost, high quality parts quickly. The part material is supplied as a granule and is melted and injected into a mold. The shape of the mold is copied and the solidified part is removed from the mold. The process is repeated if multiple parts are required (50).

A.4 Hitchiner Counter Gravity Casting Method

The Hitchiner casting process places the part tree in a vacuum chamber with the fill pipe facing downward toward the melted material. The part tree is lowered into the melt and the vacuum draws the material into the mold, completely filling it. The parts are held briefly to allow for some solidification and the vacuum is then released to allow residual material to flow out of the mold. This casting method contains much less waste and inclusions compared to ladle pour methods (51).

A.5 Alumina

Alumina is a very compressively strong ceramic material. Compressive strength can range from 315-400 ksi depending on the grade of Alumina (8). By comparison, the fixture material used in this study, Aermet-100, has ultimate tensile and compressive strength of 285 ksi (33).
A.6  Scanning Electron Microscope

A scanning electron microscope does not use light, as with traditional optical microscopes. Instead of light, it utilizes electrons to create an image. SEM’s have the advantage of having a very large depth of field allowing images of specimens to be in focus even if the specimen has an irregular surface. Furthermore, SEM’s have a very high resolution and allow specimens to be precisely magnified to a much higher level, compared to optical microscopes (52).

A.7  Auxetic Structure

An auxetic structure is a structure that exhibits a negative Poisson’s ratio. The structure is manufactured from conventional materials with typical Poisson’s ratio. The special design of the structure allows for the expansion of some of the internal structure when it is tensile loaded and conversely, the contraction of some of the internal structure when it is compressively loaded.
APPENDIX B

FIXTURE DRAWINGS

This appendix includes all part drawings for extensometry, various specimen fixtures, and load train components. All of the components presented here were fabricated specifically for the test program outlined in this thesis.

B.1 Extensometer Step-Down Adapter

Figure B.1: Step-down Adapter to Reduce 0.5 inch Gage Length Extensometer to 0.25 inch Gage Length
B.2  One Half of Clamshell Fixture for Transverse Specimens

![Diagram of one half of clamshell fixture for transverse specimens]

Figure B.2: Transverse Specimen Fixture Half without Upper Threaded Holes

B.3  Second Half of Clamshell Fixture for Transverse Specimens

![Diagram of second half of clamshell fixture for transverse specimens]

Figure B.3: Transverse Specimen Fixture Half with Upper Threaded Holes
B.4 Insert Restraint Fixture for Transverse Specimens

Figure B.4: Fixture Insert for Restraining “pullout” of the Transverse Specimens during Testing

B.5 One Half of Clamshell Fixture for Vertical Specimens

Figure B.5: Vertical Specimen Fixture Half without Upper Threaded Holes
B.6 Second Half of Clamshell Fixture for Vertical Specimens

Figure B.6: Vertical Specimen Fixture Half with Upper Threaded Holes

B.7 Insert Restraint Fixture for Vertical Specimens

Figure B.7: Fixture Insert for Restraining “pullout” of Vertical Specimens during Testing
B.8 Clevis Fixture

Figure B.8: Clevis for Mounting the Clamshell Fixtures into the Test Frame

B.9 Clevis Pull Rods

Figure B.9: Clevis Pull Rods of Differing Lengths to Accommodate All Test Specimens
B.10 Compression Rods

Figure B.10: Compression Rods
Transition 45 Incorporated, the manufacturer of the lattice block panels tested in this thesis, provided defect maps of all Ti-6-4 lattice block panels. Due to project time constraints, defect maps were not provided for the NiTi lattice block panels.

C.1 Ti-6-4 Lattice Block Panel #1 Defect Map

Figure C.1: Defect Map for Ti-6-4 Lattice Block Panel #1
C.2 Ti-6-4 Lattice Block Panel #2 Defect Map

![Defect Map for Ti-6-4 Lattice Block Panel #2](image1)

Figure C.2: Defect Map for Ti-6-4 Lattice Block Panel #2

C.3 Ti-6-4 Lattice Block Panel #3 Defect Map

![Defect Map for Ti-6-4 Lattice Block Panel #3](image2)

Figure C.3: Defect Map for Ti-6-4 Lattice Block Panel #3
C.4 Ti-6-4 Lattice Block Panel #4 Defect Map

Figure C.4: Defect Map for Ti-6-4 Lattice Block Panel #4
This appendix provides extended data tables for all of the testing completed for this project. The term “extended” denotes that the tables provide material properties for each individual specimen tested. These tables include the average values that are consistent with the tables provided throughout this thesis.

D.1 Ti-6-4 Properties for Comparison

Table IX: Ti-6-4 Material Properties for Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room Temp</th>
<th>Modulus (psi)</th>
<th>Modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Yield Stress (psi)</th>
<th>Yield Stress (MPa)</th>
<th>Utl Strength (psi)</th>
<th>Utl Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>% Elongation</th>
<th>% Area Red.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Room Temp</td>
<td>16,500,000</td>
<td>113.76</td>
<td>193,008.00</td>
<td>1,345.55</td>
<td>145,000.00</td>
<td>1,008.00</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165C</td>
<td>15,548,077</td>
<td>107.20</td>
<td>191,039.39</td>
<td>1,329.58</td>
<td>120,000.00</td>
<td>827.59</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>19.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200C</td>
<td>15,230,769</td>
<td>103.01</td>
<td>98,484.85</td>
<td>679.21</td>
<td>114,000.00</td>
<td>786.21</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>20.70%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Manufacturer Provided Properties for Annealed Ti-6-4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room Temp</th>
<th>Modulus (psi)</th>
<th>Modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Yield Stress (psi)</th>
<th>Yield Stress (MPa)</th>
<th>Utl Strength (psi)</th>
<th>Utl Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>% Elongation</th>
<th>% Area Red.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Room Temp</td>
<td>15,600,000</td>
<td>107.56</td>
<td>132,000.00</td>
<td>910.34</td>
<td>145,000.00</td>
<td>1,008.00</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165C</td>
<td>14,700,000</td>
<td>101.5527438</td>
<td>103,000.00</td>
<td>710.34</td>
<td>120,000.00</td>
<td>827.59</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200C</td>
<td>14,400,000</td>
<td>99.28</td>
<td>100,000.00</td>
<td>689.66</td>
<td>114,000.00</td>
<td>786.21</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### D.2 Ti-6-4 Tension Test data

#### Table X: Ti-6-4 VL Test Specimen Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Failure</th>
<th>Modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Yield Stress (MPa)</th>
<th>Yield Stress (MPa)</th>
<th>UTS Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>UTS Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Poisson's Ratio</th>
<th>% Elongation</th>
<th>% Area Red.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VL</td>
<td>VL_RT_07</td>
<td>P13</td>
<td>grip</td>
<td>10,742,652</td>
<td>113.44</td>
<td>88,708.14</td>
<td>611.78</td>
<td>99,408.02</td>
<td>685.08</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>2.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VL</td>
<td>VL_RT_15</td>
<td>P13</td>
<td>grip</td>
<td>10,644,856</td>
<td>115.83</td>
<td>89,618.00</td>
<td>616.08</td>
<td>105,922.82</td>
<td>726.50</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>6.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VL</td>
<td>VL_RT_20</td>
<td>P13</td>
<td>grip</td>
<td>10,838,003</td>
<td>114.58</td>
<td>89,618.00</td>
<td>616.08</td>
<td>105,922.82</td>
<td>726.50</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>6.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VL</td>
<td>VL_155_227</td>
<td>P6</td>
<td>grip</td>
<td>10,898,973</td>
<td>114.37</td>
<td>89,618.00</td>
<td>616.08</td>
<td>105,922.82</td>
<td>726.50</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>6.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>16,732,545</td>
<td>113.59</td>
<td>88,708.14</td>
<td>611.78</td>
<td>99,408.02</td>
<td>685.08</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>2.06%</td>
<td>35.26%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Dev</td>
<td>161,958</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table XI: Ti-6-4 VS Test Specimen Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Failure</th>
<th>Modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Yield Stress (MPa)</th>
<th>Yield Stress (MPa)</th>
<th>UTS Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>UTS Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Poisson's Ratio</th>
<th>% Elongation</th>
<th>% Area Red.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VS</td>
<td>VS_RT_05</td>
<td>P13</td>
<td>grip</td>
<td>10,924,039</td>
<td>114.05</td>
<td>86,186.20</td>
<td>674.00</td>
<td>98,500.57</td>
<td>679.31</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>2.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VS</td>
<td>VS_RT_13</td>
<td>P13</td>
<td>grip</td>
<td>10,871,000</td>
<td>124.59</td>
<td>87,100.17</td>
<td>600.90</td>
<td>98,500.57</td>
<td>679.31</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>2.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VS</td>
<td>VS_RT_20</td>
<td>P13</td>
<td>grip</td>
<td>10,458,803</td>
<td>130.24</td>
<td>87,100.17</td>
<td>600.90</td>
<td>98,500.57</td>
<td>679.31</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>2.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>16,383,923</td>
<td>112.96</td>
<td>86,186.20</td>
<td>674.00</td>
<td>98,500.57</td>
<td>679.31</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>2.90%</td>
<td>28.78%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Dev</td>
<td>1,777,782</td>
<td>12.21</td>
<td>1,274.00</td>
<td>9.48</td>
<td>6,132.69</td>
<td>42.29</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.49%</td>
<td>8.49%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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### Table XII: Ti-6-4 TL Test Specimen Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Failure Mechanism (a)</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Ti-6-4</th>
<th>Field Strength (Rm) (MPa)</th>
<th>Field Yield Strength (Rp) (MPa)</th>
<th>Uni.-Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Uni.-Strength Ratio (%)</th>
<th>Presence of Debris</th>
<th>E-Expansion (%)</th>
<th>Error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>JL</td>
<td>16,705,428</td>
<td>11.08</td>
<td>124,762.15</td>
<td>880.02</td>
<td>141,645.37</td>
<td>976.86</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>JL</td>
<td>16,816,458</td>
<td>10.55</td>
<td>140,972.15</td>
<td>960.02</td>
<td>140,972.15</td>
<td>960.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>TL</td>
<td>16,705,428</td>
<td>11.08</td>
<td>124,762.15</td>
<td>880.02</td>
<td>141,645.37</td>
<td>976.86</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>TL</td>
<td>16,816,458</td>
<td>10.55</td>
<td>140,972.15</td>
<td>960.02</td>
<td>140,972.15</td>
<td>960.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table XIII: Ti-6-4 TS Test Specimen Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Failure Mechanism (a)</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Ti-6-4</th>
<th>Field Strength (Rm) (MPa)</th>
<th>Field Yield Strength (Rp) (MPa)</th>
<th>Uni.-Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Uni.-Strength Ratio (%)</th>
<th>Presence of Debris</th>
<th>E-Expansion (%)</th>
<th>Error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>JL</td>
<td>16,705,428</td>
<td>11.08</td>
<td>124,762.15</td>
<td>880.02</td>
<td>141,645.37</td>
<td>976.86</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>JL</td>
<td>16,816,458</td>
<td>10.55</td>
<td>140,972.15</td>
<td>960.02</td>
<td>140,972.15</td>
<td>960.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>TL</td>
<td>16,705,428</td>
<td>11.08</td>
<td>124,762.15</td>
<td>880.02</td>
<td>141,645.37</td>
<td>976.86</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>TL</td>
<td>16,816,458</td>
<td>10.55</td>
<td>140,972.15</td>
<td>960.02</td>
<td>140,972.15</td>
<td>960.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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D.3 Ti-6-4 Compression Test Data

Table XIV: Ti-6-4 Compression Test Specimen Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room Test</th>
<th>Bar</th>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Failure</th>
<th>Modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Yield Stress (MPa)</th>
<th>Yield Stress (MPa)</th>
<th>Poisson’s Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ti-C_R1</td>
<td>SN 13</td>
<td>shear</td>
<td>15,981,671</td>
<td>110.19</td>
<td>-121,379.52</td>
<td>-837.29</td>
<td>-1.031</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti-C_R2</td>
<td>SN 13</td>
<td>bend</td>
<td>16,188,095</td>
<td>113.04</td>
<td>-126,189.50</td>
<td>-857.85</td>
<td>-1.036</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti-C_R3</td>
<td>SN 6</td>
<td>bend</td>
<td>15,892,056</td>
<td>107.51</td>
<td>-112,362.76</td>
<td>-775.88</td>
<td>-1.020</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti-C_R4</td>
<td>SN 6</td>
<td>bend</td>
<td>16,974,659</td>
<td>117.05</td>
<td>-131,785.64</td>
<td>-908.98</td>
<td>-1.007</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti-C_R5</td>
<td>SN 6</td>
<td>Drop R.D.</td>
<td>16,787,952</td>
<td>115.61</td>
<td>-136,862.94</td>
<td>-944.57</td>
<td>-1.027</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti-C_R6</td>
<td>SN 13</td>
<td>shear</td>
<td>15,353,856</td>
<td>101.86</td>
<td>-130,514.58</td>
<td>-900.10</td>
<td>-1.023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti-C_R7</td>
<td>SN 13</td>
<td>Drop R.D.</td>
<td>19,304,058</td>
<td>187.92</td>
<td>-174,974.14</td>
<td>-822.53</td>
<td>-1.009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCB Test</th>
<th>Bar</th>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Failure</th>
<th>Modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Yield Stress (MPa)</th>
<th>Yield Stress (MPa)</th>
<th>Poisson’s Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ti_C_1401</td>
<td>SN 13</td>
<td>bend</td>
<td>15,186,091</td>
<td>104.57</td>
<td>-102,937.01</td>
<td>-730.16</td>
<td>-1.038</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti_C_1402</td>
<td>SN 13</td>
<td>bend</td>
<td>14,817,095</td>
<td>102.16</td>
<td>-90,344.21</td>
<td>-624.44</td>
<td>-1.048</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti_C_1403</td>
<td>SN 13</td>
<td>bend</td>
<td>16,956,496</td>
<td>118.38</td>
<td>-132,537.58</td>
<td>-734.19</td>
<td>-1.030</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti_C_1404</td>
<td>SN 6</td>
<td>shear</td>
<td>10,845,596</td>
<td>74.78</td>
<td>-91,939.12</td>
<td>-850.50</td>
<td>-1.032</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti_C_1405</td>
<td>SN 6</td>
<td>shear</td>
<td>19,473,785</td>
<td>108.70</td>
<td>-90,424.46</td>
<td>-885.53</td>
<td>-1.010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>XMC Test</th>
<th>Bar</th>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Failure</th>
<th>Modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Yield Stress (MPa)</th>
<th>Yield Stress (MPa)</th>
<th>Poisson’s Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ti_C_2001</td>
<td>SN 13</td>
<td>bend</td>
<td>15,209,998</td>
<td>104.12</td>
<td>-102,937.01</td>
<td>-730.16</td>
<td>-1.038</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti_C_2002</td>
<td>SN 13</td>
<td>bend</td>
<td>15,550,296</td>
<td>107.21</td>
<td>-98,522.02</td>
<td>-864.15</td>
<td>-1.060</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti_C_2003</td>
<td>SN 13</td>
<td>bend</td>
<td>7,510,671</td>
<td>51.78</td>
<td>-91,197.41</td>
<td>-628.95</td>
<td>-1.055</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti_C_2004</td>
<td>SN 6</td>
<td>bend</td>
<td>16,423,495</td>
<td>113.24</td>
<td>-95,020.46</td>
<td>-858.40</td>
<td>-1.024</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti_C_2005</td>
<td>SN 6</td>
<td>bend</td>
<td>8,222,017</td>
<td>56.69</td>
<td>-90,378.88</td>
<td>-623.29</td>
<td>-1.050</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| P3S Avg | | | 16,413,648 | 108.77 | -125,399.20 | -880.88 | -1.035 |
| P3S CV | | | 0.24 | 0.24 | -0.24 | -0.24 | -0.06 |
| P3S st.dev. | | | 5,317,748 | 24.25 | 5,252.22 | 36.22 | 0.014 |
| P3S st.dev. | | | 743,599 | 3.14 | 12,890.24 | 88.99 | 0.008 |
| P3S CV | | | 0.10 | 0.10 | -0.10 | -0.10 | -0.03 |
| Average | | | 16,424,047 | 113.10 | -126,618.02 | -890.72 | -1.033 |
| CV | | | 0.16 | 0.16 | -0.16 | -0.16 | -0.05 |

| P3S Avg | | | 19,473,785 | 108.70 | -90,424.46 | -885.53 | -1.010 |
| P3S CV | | | 0.24 | 0.24 | -0.24 | -0.24 | -0.06 |
| P3S st.dev. | | | 1,120,538 | 7.75 | 7,350.27 | 50.69 | 0.005 |
| P3S CV | | | 0.07 | 0.07 | -0.07 | -0.07 | -0.01 |
| Average | | | 15,850,584 | 108.28 | -97,514.49 | -872.93 | -1.039 |
| CV | | | 0.04 | 0.04 | -0.04 | -0.04 | -0.02 |

| P3S Avg | | | 12,709,528 | 87.70 | -90,187.54 | -646.24 | -1.040 |
| P3S CV | | | 0.34 | 0.34 | -0.34 | -0.34 | -0.09 |
| P3S st.dev. | | | 31,232,601 | 84.06 | -95,020.46 | -858.40 | -1.024 |
| P3S CV | | | 0.24 | 0.24 | -0.24 | -0.24 | -0.03 |
| Average | | | 4,319,414 | 28.78 | 6,245.45 | 43.06 | 0.007 |
| CV | | | 0.34 | 0.34 | -0.34 | -0.34 | -0.05 |
D.4 NiTi Compression Test Data

Table XV: NiTi Compression Test Specimen Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room Temp</th>
<th>Failure</th>
<th>Poisson's Ratio</th>
<th>Apparent Modulus (psi)</th>
<th>Apparent Modulus (MPa)</th>
<th>Reorientation</th>
<th>Reorientation</th>
<th>Reorientation</th>
<th>Reorientation</th>
<th>Reorientation</th>
<th>Reorientation</th>
<th>Reorientation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NiTi_C_RT</td>
<td>failed</td>
<td>0.344</td>
<td>3,909,373</td>
<td>20.72</td>
<td>-31,734.92</td>
<td>-232.63</td>
<td>-76,755.41</td>
<td>-680.88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiTi_C_RT</td>
<td>barrel</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>4,923,142</td>
<td>23.81</td>
<td>-30,968.32</td>
<td>-387.92</td>
<td>-67,630.28</td>
<td>-695.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiTi_C_RT</td>
<td>failed</td>
<td>3,909,839</td>
<td>20.71</td>
<td>-41,355.96</td>
<td>-295.31</td>
<td>-73,656.29</td>
<td>-503.84</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiTi_C_RT</td>
<td>barrel</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>4,727,683</td>
<td>33.56</td>
<td>-36,901.81</td>
<td>-255.56</td>
<td>-67,102.23</td>
<td>-662.78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiTi_C_RT</td>
<td>barrel</td>
<td>4,707,271</td>
<td>33.85</td>
<td>-32,780.78</td>
<td>-235.11</td>
<td>-66,205.56</td>
<td>-656.32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>4,669,444</td>
<td>26.54</td>
<td>-36,187.75</td>
<td>-349.14</td>
<td>-69,905.13</td>
<td>-475.47</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Dev</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>774,779</td>
<td>7.72</td>
<td>2,173.05</td>
<td>23.25</td>
<td>2,644.20</td>
<td>19.62</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room Temp</th>
<th>Failure</th>
<th>Poisson's Ratio</th>
<th>Apparent Modulus (psi)</th>
<th>Apparent Modulus (MPa)</th>
<th>Reorientation</th>
<th>Reorientation</th>
<th>Reorientation</th>
<th>Reorientation</th>
<th>Reorientation</th>
<th>Reorientation</th>
<th>Reorientation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NiTi_C_RT</td>
<td>failed</td>
<td>4,604,254</td>
<td>31.75</td>
<td>20,041.18</td>
<td>-241.68</td>
<td>-64,856.79</td>
<td>-422.52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiTi_C_RT</td>
<td>pre_v1</td>
<td>5,547,242</td>
<td>33.15</td>
<td>35,210.37</td>
<td>-242.96</td>
<td>-64,534.42</td>
<td>-447.71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiTi_C_RT</td>
<td>pre_v2</td>
<td>5,551,175</td>
<td>33.27</td>
<td>34,715.33</td>
<td>-237.72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,294,399</td>
<td>34.09</td>
<td>34,692.29</td>
<td>-240.56</td>
<td>-51,657.56</td>
<td>-425.12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Dev</td>
<td></td>
<td>545,265</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>449.12</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>4,373.18</td>
<td>31.33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room Temp</th>
<th>Failure</th>
<th>Poisson's Ratio</th>
<th>Apparent Modulus (psi)</th>
<th>Apparent Modulus (MPa)</th>
<th>Reorientation</th>
<th>Reorientation</th>
<th>Reorientation</th>
<th>Reorientation</th>
<th>Reorientation</th>
<th>Reorientation</th>
<th>Reorientation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NiTi_C_RT</td>
<td>failed</td>
<td>9,720,490</td>
<td>67.02</td>
<td>-75,209.64</td>
<td>-518.65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiTi_C_RT</td>
<td>barrel</td>
<td>3,009,514</td>
<td>20.75</td>
<td>-79,526.11</td>
<td>-503.96</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiTi_C_RT</td>
<td>failed</td>
<td>9,728,320</td>
<td>38.30</td>
<td>-75,310.42</td>
<td>-517.21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiTi_C_RT</td>
<td>barrel</td>
<td>11,105,192</td>
<td>70.57</td>
<td>-86,906.04</td>
<td>-420.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td>7,956,383</td>
<td>58.01</td>
<td>-66,167.76</td>
<td>-474.21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Dev</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>10.08</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room Temp</th>
<th>Failure</th>
<th>Poisson's Ratio</th>
<th>Apparent Modulus (psi)</th>
<th>Apparent Modulus (MPa)</th>
<th>Reorientation</th>
<th>Reorientation</th>
<th>Reorientation</th>
<th>Reorientation</th>
<th>Reorientation</th>
<th>Reorientation</th>
<th>Reorientation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NiTi_C_RT</td>
<td>failed</td>
<td>6,687,347</td>
<td>49.04</td>
<td>-95,154.37</td>
<td>-459.41</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiTi_C_RT</td>
<td>barrel</td>
<td>11,167,058</td>
<td>78.24</td>
<td>-73,905.46</td>
<td>-509.70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiTi_C_RT</td>
<td>barrel</td>
<td>9,123,132</td>
<td>62.52</td>
<td>-81,562.47</td>
<td>-572.98</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiTi_C_RT</td>
<td>barrel</td>
<td>3,680,142</td>
<td>25.34</td>
<td>-72,603.79</td>
<td>-562.07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiTi_C_RT</td>
<td>barrel</td>
<td>4,784,031</td>
<td>32.71</td>
<td>-83,453.02</td>
<td>-575.56</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td>7,102,190</td>
<td>49.57</td>
<td>-81,787.56</td>
<td>-394.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Dev</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>3,230,791</td>
<td>21.79</td>
<td>7,179.31</td>
<td>65.81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>